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Waube [KOP] Language Survey Report 

Abstract 

SIL conducted a sociolinguistic survey of the Waube language in the Madang 

Province of Papua New Guinea, from 27 October through 10 November, 2003. The 

purpose was to confirm language and dialect boundaries, to determine whether there 

is need for a language-development programme, and, if needed, to suggest what type 

of programme would be most appropriate.  

In order to do this, the survey team researched various language vitality, the 

community’s attitude toward the vernacular, educational achievement and opportunities 

in the Waube area, demographics and social cohesion, and lexical similarity between 

dialects. 

Interview responses and lexical comparison indicate that there are two dialects 

of the Waube language spoken in nine villages and a few settlements. Though the use 

of Tok Pisin is increasing among Waube speakers, it looks like they will continue to 

use the Waube language into the next generation. A language-development 

programme is recommended though the programme would probably require 

significant outside assistance. 
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1. General Information 

1.1 Language Name and Classification 

The Ethnologue (14
th

 edition) lists the Waube language under the name Kwato (Waupe) [KOP] and classifies it 

as a Papuan language of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Madang Super-Stock, Rai Coast Stock, Nuru Family 

(Grimes, 2000). 

 
Trans-New Guinea (552) 

I 
Madang-Adelbert Range (102) 

I 
Madang (58) 

I 
Rai Coast (29) 

I 
Evapia (5)   Kabenau (5)   Mindjim (4)   Peka (4)   Yaganon (4)   Nuru (7) 

               I 
            Uya   Ogea   Duduela   Kwato   Rerau   Jilim   Yangulam 

Waube speakers reported that the name of their language is Waube, while Kwato is the name of a Waube 

village. This report uses language and village names as reported in the language area. For a complete list of alternate 

village and language names, see Appendix C: Alternate Village and Language Names. 

1.2 Language Location 

1.2.1 Description of Language Location 

The Waube language area is located in the Astrolabe Bay region of Madang Province, just southeast of Madang 

town, near the Ioworo, Mindjim, and Naru Rivers. It is bordered by Kou [SNZ] language (Evapia family) to the 

south, Kobuga [URG] (Peka family) to the southwest, Uyajitaya [DUK] (Nuru family) to the north, and Rerau 

[REA], Among [JIL] (Nuru family), and Anjam [BOJ] (Mindjim family) to the northeast. 

There are nine traditional villages in the Waube language area: Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Aiyau, Kwato, Yaula, Kulel, 

Yabie, Ormuge, and Ajuai. However, the people of Yabie, Ormuge, and Ajuai are now living in small hamlets near 

to the road. There are also several settlements
1
 of Waube speakers near Tire Station, in the Anjam language area. 

                                                           
1 See footenote 14. 
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1.2.2 Maps  

1.2.2.1 Location of Waube Area within Papua New Guinea 

MAP 1 – LOCATION OF THE WAUBE LANGUAGE AREA IN PNG 
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1.2.2.2 Villages and Facilities in the Waube Area 

MAP 2 – VILLAGES AND FACILITIES IN THE WAUBE AREA 

 

With the exception of Galipbruk, Tire settlement, and Yawar
2
, positions of all villages and settlements in the 

above map are based on Global Positioning System (GPS) co-ordinates recorded by the survey team in October and 

November, 2003. Table 1.1 gives the latitude, longitude, and altitude of Waube villages and settlements as recorded.  

                                                           
2 Position of Galipbruk based on reported data in Kunai Compound. Tire settlement is located within 100 metres of Tire and a 

new GPS point was not recorded. Position of Yawar based on GPS co-ordinates from a government mapping project.  
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TABLE 1.1 – LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE – WAUBE VILLAGES 

Village Name Latitude Longitude 
Altitude 

(feet) 
Altitude 
(metres) 

Agiawa S5.44334 E145.55202 522 159 

Aiyau S5.53160 E145.64405 811 247 

Ajuai S5.43987 E145.56020 456 139 

Balaye 1 S5.52138 E145.64967 674 205 

Balaye 2 S5.49350 E145.63952 462 141 

Bogajim School* S5.45599 E145.73519 41 12 

Irere S5.44472 E145.55272 476 145 

Jirike S5.44557 E145.55267 530 162 

Kulel S5.57430 E145.69145 494 151 

Kunai Compound S5.46404 E145.72678 68 21 

Kwato S5.55005 E145.64339 1543 470 

Marum School S5.52806 E145.64708 579 176 

Ormuge S5.44122 E145.56463 481 147 

Tire* S5.47449 E145.70562 182 55 

Uyai* S5.44002 E145.55784 532 162 

Wajani 2 S5.44152 E145.55966 571 174 

Yabie S5.44148 E145.55845 272 83 

Yaula S5.55964 E145.64199 2158 658 

The language borders on the map below are approximate; they do not indicate possession of land by language 

groups or clans. The map shows the position of the Waube language area in relation to other languages, the villages 

in the Waube language area, and the location of Waube settlements in the Anjam language area. It also shows which 

villages belong to the Waube and Aube dialects. 

MAP 3 – WAUBE LANGUAGE BOUNDARIES 
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1.3 Population 

TABLE 1.2 – POPULATION  

Village/Settlement Name 
Population 

(Census 2000) 
Population/Source 

(Reported 2003) 
Number Houses 
(Counted 2003) 

Population  
Best Estimate 

Aiyau 324 None
3
 26 324 

Yaula 119 139/count  139 

Kulel 155 183/count  183 

Kwato 255 None 56 255 

Yabie 31 130/count
4
  130 

Balaye 1&2  
130 (babies not 

included) 
9 (Balaye 1 only) 140 

Ajuai  70/count  70 

Ormuge  88/count  88 

Kunai Compound  85/count  85 

Balaye settlement at Tire  
10 - 85

5
/estimate 

Kunai Compound 
 50 

Kwato settlement at Galipbruk  
100+/estimate 

Kunai Compound 
 100 

Aiyau settlement at Tire  
10 - 85/estimate 

Kunai Compound 
 50 

Kulel settlement near 
Galipbruk 

 
10/estimate Kunai 

Compound 
 10 

Agiawa (Jirike)  21/count 4 21 

Total    1645
6
 

1.4 Accessibility and Transport 

1.4.1 Airstrips 

The closest airstrip is the airport in Madang town. It would be possible to land a helicopter in soccer fields in 

Kwato, Yaula, Kulel, and Aiyau villages. 

1.4.2 Roads: Quality and Availability of PMVs 

Ajuai, Ormuge and Yabie are located along the Lae-Madang Highway. The nearest car road to Balaye 1 & 2, 

Aiyau, Yaula, Kwato, and Kulel is the Rai Coast Highway. In the 1990s, there was a road that ran from Bom (on the 

Rai Coast Highway) through Bawak, Balaye, Aiyau, Kwato, and Yaula, reaching as far as Mabeluk (Kou language 

area). However, a flood damaged the road between Bawak and Balaye, cutting off vehicle access to the Waube area. 

The survey team hiked along some sections of this road, and it appeared that if the damage between Bawak and 

Balaye were repaired, the road would probably be accessible for four-wheel drive vehicles. Kulel has never been 

accessible by road.  

Public Motor Vehicles (PMVs) run daily on both the Rai Coast Highway and the Lae-Madang Highway. 

However, PMVs heading toward Madang on the Lae-Madang highway are often full after passing Ramu, making it 

more difficult for Waube speakers living along the Lae-Madang Highway to catch a PMV. 

1.4.3 Trails 

There are trails connecting Balaye 1 & 2, Aiyau, Yaula, Kwato, and Kulel, and trails connecting Ajuai, Ormuge, 

and Yabie. Reportedly, there was a trail from Aiyau to Yabie, but it is no longer used and takes a full day to hike. 

                                                           
3
 No count was made in Aiyau and Kwato because of the larger populations. 

4 Residents of Yabie estimated that there were an additional thirty Yabie people living at Walium. 
5 Smaller than Kunai Compound (population eighty-five), but larger than Kulel settlement (population ten). 
6 There are 1,645 people in the language group. 1,329, as mentioned on page 12, is the number of Waube speakers in the villages 

that were visited on the survey. 255 is the number of people, according to the 2000 PNG census, who live in Kwato village. 

Kwato village is only one of the villages in the Waube language group (listed by the Ethnologue as the Kwato language group). 
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There is a trail connecting Balaye 2 with Yabie, trails directly connecting Yaula with Biri, Mataloi, and Mabeluk 

(Kou language), and a trail from Kulel to Mabeluk. See the following table for the route taken by the survey team, 

the time it took the team to travel from one village to another, and notes on trail conditions. 

2. Methodology 
The survey team used observation and group interviews to investigate language identity, use, and attitudes, 

contact patterns, and cultural and social patterns. Interviews with church leadership were used to help investigate the 

probable viability of a language development programme. The team also collected wordlists to make lexical 

similarity comparisons. and spoke with local school teachers and administrators. 

2.1 Surveyed Villages 

The team visited each of the nine Waube villages: Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Aiyau, Kwato, Yaula, Kulel, Yabie, 

Ormuge, and Ajuai, plus a Yaula settlement, Kunai Compound. The team spent one night each in Balaye 1, Balaye 

2, Aiyau, Kulel, and Kunai Compound, and two nights each in Kwato and Yaula. The original plan was to spend one 

night each in Yabie, Ormuge, and Ajuai. However, upon arriving in the area the team found that the people from 

each village had settled in small hamlets close to the road, maintaining their original village groups. The hamlets 

were about 500 meters from each other. The team stayed two nights with a Yabie man and spent the days visiting 

the various hamlets, observing language use and conducting interviews.  

The survey team elicited wordlists and conducted language use, contact patterns, education, and church 

interviews in Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Aiyau, Kwato, Yaula, and Kulel. To get a representative picture of Yabie, 

Ormuge, and Ajuai, observations were made, wordlists were elicited, and population information was obtained in 

each village, though the other interviews were done only in Ajuai, not in Ormuge or Yabie. The team also conducted 

a brief interview in Kunai Compound. 

TABLE 2.1 – VILLAGES SURVEYED 

Village/Settlement 
Nights 
Spent 

Questionnaires 

Wordlist 
Language 

Use 
Contact 
Patterns 

Short 
Stop 

Church School
7
 

Balaye 1 1 X X  NA NA X 

Balaye 2 1 X X  X NA X 

Aiyau 1 X X  X X X 

Kwato 2 X X  X NA X 

Yaula 2 X X  X NA X 

Kulel 1 X X  X NA X 

Kunai Cmpd 1   X X NA  

Ajuai  X X  X NA X 

Ormuge     NA NA X 

Yabie 2    X NA X 

2.2 Interview Participants 

A general announcement was made inviting the entire village to participate in the language-use and contact-

patterns questionnaires. Church and school leaders/teachers were involved in the church and school questionnaires, 

and a small group including at least one male, one female, one younger, and one older person participated in the 

wordlist elicitation. 

                                                           
7 A formal school interview was conducted in Aiyau. School and literacy information was collected in every village visited.  
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2.3 Procedures 

2.3.1 Interviews 

The survey team used questionnaires to guide interviews about language use and contact patterns. The aim of 

the language-use questionnaire was to find out who uses what languages with whom, and in what situations. It also 

included some questions about ethnolinguistic identity, the prestige of the speech varieties spoken, and the presence 

and/or desire for literature in the vernacular. The contact-pattern questionnaire included questions about 

demography (immigration/emigration), accessibility, transport, supply, medical needs, business, and trade. The team 

used church and education questionnaires to investigate the level of education and spiritual vitality of the people, 

prospective church support, and interest in a language-development programme.  

2.3.2 Wordlists 

The team elicited a 190-word wordlist in Tok Pisin. Wordlists were elicited from a small group of informants to 

avoid word taboo problems. One of the group was selected to be the main informant and was recorded. 

2.3.3 Observation 

Throughout the survey, the team observed language use. The team purposed to note language use of everyone in 

the area, especially children. 
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3. Schools 
In order to get an idea of the language group’s capability to contribute to a language-development programme 

(Pfantz 2001), the survey team tried to answer these questions: 

• What is the average level of education? 

• Who in the communities has secondary-level education? What are these people doing 

now? 

• Do the communities value education? 

• What is the literacy rate in the communities? 

To this end, the team spoke to residents in each village, asking about school attendance, grade 6, 8, and 10 finishers, 

general literacy levels, and attitudes toward education. 

There is one school in the Waube language area, Marum Community School in Aiyau. Community members 

reported that they are pleased with Marum School and feel that education and literacy are very important.  

See the following table for a breakdown of which schools children from this area attend.  

TABLE 3.1 – SCHOOLS ATTENDED 

Village School 

Balaye 1 & 2, Aiyau, Kwato, Yaula, and Kulel Marum School 

Kulel (only some attending) Erima Primary School 

Kunai compound Bogajim Community School 

Yabie, Ormuge, and Ajuai Schools in neighbouring languages. 

 

3.1 History of Schools in the Area 

Marum School opened in 1993. The people in Kwato said that before Marum opened, a few boys went to school 

in a neighboring language area, but that most people were not educated. It was also reported that some children used 

to stay in the settlements and attend Bogajim School, which reportedly opened in the 1960’s or early 1970’s. 

Bogajim School is around 5 kilometres northeast of Tire station, a 15-minute walk from Kunai Compound 

Settlement. Erima Primary School opened in 1974 and is located approximately 6 kilometres north of Bogajim 

School, over 25 kilometres north of Kulel village. 

3.2 Staff 

None of the teachers at Marum School are from the Waube language area. They reported using Tok Pisin and 

English in school, and Tok Pisin in the community. Most of them have been in the area for approximately one year 

and are not learning the Waube language. 

3.3 Attendance and Academic Achievement 

At the time of the survey, there were 230 students enrolled at Marum School, including students from Balaye, 

Aiyau, Kwato, Yaula, Kulel, Alubu (Among language area), Bawak (Anjam), Buai (Amowe), and Mabeluk (Kou). 

The headmaster and village residents reported that there are many school-age children in the Waube area who are 

not enrolled in school. They said that lots of children have dropped out due to lack of interest and financial or family 

problems.
8
 

Parents and community members are generally pleased with Marum School, the teachers, and the 

administration. However, Yaula, Kulel, and Yabie reported that the school is far away and either the walk is too long 

or it can be difficult finding a relative close to the school for children to stay with. They reported that sometimes 

relatives are short on food and have to send children home. Many of the villages reported that they sometimes have 

                                                           
8 No exact figures were given by the interviewees. 
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trouble paying school fees, or that flooded rivers prevent students from travelling to school. Every village reported 

that there are ‘many’ children who lose interest in school, drop out, and come back to the village. 

Interviewees in all villages reported that school is valued and that reading and writing is important. However, 

they feel that it is up to the children if they want to attend school. The adults encourage children to attend, but the 

decision of whether or not to attend is up to each individual student. Parents and other community members 

mentioned their frustration with the fact that many children had dropped out and come back to the village.  

See table 3.2 for Marum School enrolment and information about grade six, eight and ten finishers. 

TABLE 3.2 – SCHOOL ENROLMENT AND HIGHER EDUCATION INFORMATION 

Village 
Marum School  

Recorded Enrolment 

Currently 
Enrolled 

(as reported in 
village) 

Gr 6 
Finishers 

Gr 8 
Finishers 

Gr 10 
Finishers 

1 2
9
 3 4A 4B 6 

Balaye 2
10

 

9  9 1 2  

8 – Marum 5 – village 1 – village 0 

Balaye 1 20 – Marum 

8 – village 
2 – 

whereabouts 
unknown 

5 – village 2 – village 

Aiyau 5  10 10 7   
5 – high 
school 

4 – village 3 – village 

Kwato 10  13 4 4  60 – Marum 

4 – village 
7 – top-up 
5 – high 
school 

4 – village No information 

Yaula 10  4 5 2  24 – Marum 5 – village 
1 – village 

2 – settlement 

3 – Lae 
2 – village 

1 – settlement 

Kulel 3  0 2 3  
11 – Marum 
7 – Erima 

4 – Kimbe 
work school 
10 – village 

2 – village 
1 – village 
1 – high 

school, Lae 

Settlement 0  0 0 0  ? – Bogajim many 4 – village 1 - village 

Yabie 0  0 1 0  

1 – Marum 
2 – Walium 
1 – Waput 
1 – Sausi 

1 – village 
1 - Usino 

3 – village No information 

3.4 Attitude toward the Vernacular 

At Marum School, English and Tok Pisin are used in grades one and two, and English is used in grades three to 

eight, inclusive. The textbooks are all in English. The headmaster and teachers reported that most children use Tok 

Pisin when outside of class. The school requires grade three and up to use English during the school day, including 

break times. Those who are caught speaking Tok Pisin or the vernacular are punished. Punishment includes general 

clean-up chores and/or writing “I must speak English” twenty to fifty times.  

The headmaster and teachers reported that they use Tok Pisin and some of their own vernaculars with their 

families, English and Tok Pisin with other teachers, and Tok Pisin with community members. None of the teachers 

are learning Waube. Outside of class, students will usually speak to teachers in Tok Pisin. The headmaster reported 

that Tok Pisin is the best language for communication as it allows teachers and students to “express themselves 

fully.” 

There is no traditional language or culture component in the curriculum. The headmaster explained that it would 

be better suited in an elementary school setting because, at Marum, the teachers and many students are not from the 

area and do not speak Waube. 

                                                           
9 Grade 2 and Grade 6 attendance information was not available at the time of the survey.  
10 Marum School attendance books did not differentiate between Balaye 1 and Balaye 2. 
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3.5 Other Educational Programmes 

3.5.1 Adult Literacy Courses 

Lay leaders with the Evangelical Brotherhood Church (EBC) have held adult literacy courses in Aiyau and 

Yaula. At the time of the survey, neither course was running. Team members interviewed a man in Aiyau who 

started teaching a course last year. He finished grade six and attended a two-week training course in Kassam, near 

Kainantu in Eastern Highlands Province. The EBC church provides the curriculum, which is available through 

Christian Books Melanesia under the name, “Kisim Save.” The four exercise booklets and four instruction booklets, 

all in Tok Pisin, cost 10 kina. Classes were being held in Aiyau on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 8am 

to 3pm. The teacher reported that thirty-two adults from Balaye and Aiyau registered for the course, and that 

approximately fifteen to twenty came each day.  

They were on the first book when the classes were postponed. The teacher reported that there is no suitable 

meeting place. They were meeting in the EBC church, which now needs repairs. He plans to build a new church and 

hold the courses there. He would also like to resume a preschool class. He was teaching preschool in the vernacular 

and Tok Pisin, but they did not have blackboards, books, or a suitable building for the classes, so those classes were 

also postponed until a new church is built.  

3.5.2 Sausi Work School 

Sausi Work School (along the Lae-Madang Highway, in the Ramu Valley) is a three-year school for young 

women; it is a ministry of EBC. Young women from Western Highlands Province, Eastern Highlands, Madang, and 

the Sepik attend the school. The girls learn to tend gardens, look after chickens and pigs, sew, and run church 

activities. Teaching is in Tok Pisin, and the students learn some songs in English. Seven girls from Kwato, two from 

Yaula, two from Kulel, and one from Aiyau have attended the school. The girls’ home churches usually help pay for 

part of the 60 Kina tuition. 

3.6 Summary 

The Waube area is not a highly-educated area, though there are individuals that have gone to high school, Bible 

school, and technical school. Most teenagers are literate and younger children are learning to read and write. 

However, most people above age twenty are illiterate. There have been some adult literacy classes run by the EBC 

church, but none were operating at the time of the survey. 
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4. Facilities and Economics 

4.1 Supply Needs 

Trade stores are plentiful in the Waube area. Only three villages reported not having trade stores: Balaye 1, 

Balaye 2, and Ajuai. These villages are in close proximity to other villages that do have trade stores. Trade stores 

typically carry rice, canned fish, noodles, soap, and occasionally kerosene. When trade stores run out of supplies, the 

store owners make a trip to Madang to restock. 

New stock must be hand-carried to the villages, making heavy items harder to find (with the exception of the 

villages along the Lae-Madang Highway). One trade store owner in Kulel paid young people from Dumpu to carry 

twenty-four sheets of roofing iron from the highway to Kulel, a distance of approximately 20 km, to use in 

construction of his home. He is the only one from Kulel who has roofing iron on his house. The church in Kwato 

also has an iron roof. 

4.2 Medical Needs 

For health needs, people from Aiyau, Balaye 1 & 2, Kwato, and Yaula go to the Aid Post in Aiyau or the Tire 

Health Centre. Ileg Health Centre also serves that area. Waube people do not go there frequently, but the Aid Post 

Officer (APO) gets supplies at Ileg. Kulel has its own Aid Post. The villages near the Lae-Madang Highway use the 

Yagaum Health Centre (in the Amele language area). The closest hospital is in Madang. People in Yaula reported 

that travelling to the hospital is difficult, that they must carry patients along bush trails, and sometimes they die on 

the way. 

The APO at Aiyau is a man from Manam Island. The APO at Kulel is from Karkar Island. Patients always 

communicate with them in Tok Pisin. 

4.3  Commercial Ventures 

In Ormuge, it was reported that in 1992 a copper mining company made plans to come to the area, but at the 

time of survey this had not yet happened. However, the company did start a school which was open for a few years 

and then closed. The people do not know if the company will ever begin mining or not.  

Between 1999 and 2002, the PNG government employed many people from Ormuge, Ajuai, and Yabie to work 

on road construction on the Lae-Madang Highway, doing work such as sealing and bridge construction. Kobuga, 

Girawa, and Amowe speakers were also employed to work on the highway. Communication at the job site was 

primarily in Tok Pisin. 

4.4 Local Businesses 

Waube people buy and sell things at markets in Aiyau, Tire, Bogajim, Male, 4 Mile Market, and the main 

market in Madang town. Women who live in villages near the Lae-Madang Highway also sell produce by the side of 

the road. In addition to selling garden produce at market, cash crops include cacao and vanilla. Residents of Yaula 

grow coffee and Ajuai also reported selling timber, betel nut, and mustard. 
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5. Social Sketch 

5.1 Social Cohesion 

Before the Waube were influenced by government authorities and missionaries, they were more spread out, 

each family occupying a piece of land. In the last 50 years or so they have been living more centrally, in villages. 

Villages such as Kwato, Yaula, and Kulel are relatively large, ranging in size from forty to sixty houses each, and 

are made up of groups or clans that did not live together in the past.  

Residents of Yabie, Ajuai, and Ormuge moved off the mountain to the edge of their land near the Lae-Madang 

highway, where they live in close proximity to each other and people from other language groups.  

Village leaders reported that they do some community work together, such as cutting grass and helping with 

garden work and cash crops. In Ajuai, they reported that all the groups in the Naru community work together; 

Monday is for government work and Wednesday is for business and cash crops. The people in Balaye 2 reported 

that they contribute to government community work, however, they said if people worked together in business, there 

would be fighting.  

5.2 Population Movement 

5.2.1 Immigration 

All immigration into the Waube area is due to marriage, with the exception of five school children from Among 

and Amowe who live in Balaye 1. Reported adult immigration for ten Waube villages is shown in the following 

table: 

TABLE 5.1 – ADULT IMMIGRATION 

Village Men Women 

Aiyau 0 7 

Ajuai 0 6 

Balaye 1 1 6 

Balaye 2 2 7 

Kulel 2 19 

Kunai Compound 2 5 

Kwato 1 2 

Ormuge 1 1 

Yabie 4 5 

Yaula 0 2 

TOTAL 13 60 

The total number of immigrants for the villages surveyed is seventy-three. The overall percentage of immigrants 

in all of the villages surveyed is 5% (73/1435).
11

 

5.2.2 Emigration12 

Approximately sixty Waube men have left the area in search of work. Their most common destinations were 

Rabaul, Kimbe, Port Moresby, Lae, and Madang. Approximately thirty men have married into other language areas. 

Approximately sixty women have married into other language areas, and six have gone to towns to work. Total 

emigration for the Waube villages surveyed is 12% (156/1329
13

). 

                                                           
11 Note that immigration figures were not available for settlements, with the exception of Kunai Compound, and thus are not 

included in this figure. 
12 Data in this section represents responses from Aiyau, Ajuai, Balaye 1 & 2, Kulel, Kwato, Ormuge, Yabie, and Yaula. 
13 See footnote 6. 
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Some emigrants, both male and female, return to visit their villages, but many men do not. Although exact 

figures are not available, it appears that more women than men return to their home areas to visit. Those who do 

come back speak Waube and some Tok Pisin. It was reported that their children generally cannot speak Waube. 

5.2.3 Settlements14 

The following are settlements of Waube speakers from the mountain villages who have moved into the Anjam 

language area, near the Rai Coast Highway: 

1. Kwato settlement – Galipbruk  

2. Yaula settlement – Kunai Compound / Tikunai  

3. Balaye settlement – Tomborom 

4. Aiyau settlement  

5. Kulel settlement – Galipbruk  

Balaye and Aiyau settlements are close to Tire. Kwato and Kulel settlements are close to each other and jointly 

called Galipbruk. The Yaula settlement is called Kunai Compound or Tikunai. The land where they have settled 

belongs to Bom (Anjam language group). Some of the settlers have given compensation to Bom and others have not. 

They reported no disputes with the Bom people over this. 

The settlers originally came in the 1970s. Between the 1940s and 1979, a coconut plantation called Diwai 

Plantation was in operation. During this time, there were more Waube people living in the settlements, however 

when work was no longer available, many of the Waube people went back up the mountain to their original villages. 

Those in the settlements reported that the populations there are shrinking and that many people prefer the mountain 

villages over the settlements. 

People from the mountain villages often stay in the settlements on their way to town. People typically go to a 

village settlement where their relatives live. In Kunai Compound, it was reported that these kinds of visitors come 

about three times a month. When the survey team was in Kunai Compound, there was a group of at least a dozen 

adults from Yaula who came, along with their children, for a farewell gathering for the church lay leader and his 

family who were leaving for Bible college in the Highlands. The visitors were also planning to go into town and sell 

peanuts at market. The people from Kunai Compound seemed socially connected with the visitors from Yaula. 

The people in Kunai Compound reported going to visit the other Waube places (such as Yaula) about two to 

three times per year. They have their own komiti
15

 to settle minor disputes, but if they’re dealing with a bigger issue, 

they may consult the bikman
16

 who lives in one of the original mountain villages. 

5.3 Marriage Patterns 

Many more women than men marry into the Waube area. Women tend to marry in from places within Madang 

Province, whereas one-third of the men come from outside Madang Province. There is no one language group which 

people tend to come from. The highest number of women coming from any one place is ten from Begasin. 

                                                           
14 In PNG, the term “settlement” refers to a community living outside their traditional village (sometimes outside their language 

area) usually to earn money or possibly to have easier access to government services such as schools. 
15 This means ‘Committee,’ i.e. village leader 
16 This means ‘Big man,’ i.e. language group or clan leader. 
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TABLE 5.2 – WOMEN MARRIED INTO THE WAUBE AREA 

Place or Language Group Province Immigrants 

Amele Madang 1 

Among Madang 6 

Amowe Madang 6 

Anjam Madang 3 

Girawa Madang 10 

Bogea Madang 2 

Chimbu Chimbu 2 

Ogea Madang 3 

Finschhafen Morobe 1 

Gar Madang 1 

Gonowa (Turau language) Madang 1 

Karkar Madang 1 

Kavieng New Ireland 3 

Kobuga Madang 4 

Kou Madang 4 

Morobe Morobe 2 

Popondetta Oro 1 

Rai Coast (language group unknown) Madang 1 

Tauta Madang 1 

Tolai E. New Britain 2 

Topo (Rai Coast) Madang 2 

Wasi Madang 3 

TABLE 5.3 – MEN MARRIED INTO THE WAUBE AREA 

Place Province Immigrants 

Chimbu Chimbu 1 

Girawa Madang 2 

Kobuga Madang 3 

Kou Madang 3 

Morobe Morobe 1 

Sepik Sepik 3 

 

People in most villages reported that adult immigrants are only passively bilingual in Waube. However, there 

were some reports of immigrants learning Waube. People in Kulel reported that male and female immigrants learn 

to speak Waube, as do their children. People in Ajuai reported that women who marry in, learn to speak Waube, and 

some of their children learn to speak Waube well, while others do not (there are no men married in to Ajuai). People 

in Balaye 1 reported that men who marry in can say a few things in Waube.  

Children of immigrants in Ajuai, Aiyau, Balaye 1 & 2, Kulel, and Kwato reportedly speak both Waube and Tok 

Pisin. Children of immigrants in Kunai Compound, Yabie, and Yaula reportedly speak Tok Pisin only. 
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5.4 Contacts with Other Languages 

5.4.1 Trading Partners 

In the past, Waube speakers traded with the coastal village of Bilbil, Bilbil [BRZ] language area. Only Kwato 

still trades with them, and they speak Tok Pisin when trading. Kulel, Kwato, and Yaula trade with Anjam, and speak 

Tok Pisin when trading. 

5.4.2 Ease of Travel 

All travel in the area is done on foot. Trails connect Waube villages with Kou, Amowe, and Anjam language 

areas. Many Waube speakers reported travelling by PMV to Madang, which costs between 3 and 5 kina, depending 

on whether a person has luggage. Depending on the route taken to the highway, Waube speakers may pass through 

Anjam, Amowe, and/or Among language areas. They reported speaking Tok Pisin with people from these language 

groups. People in Balaye 2 reported that they usually speak Tok Pisin, but can speak some Amowe when passing 

through Buai or Baumana. 

5.5 Crime 

Waube villages located along the Lae-Madang Highway reported problems with hold-ups
17

. The mountain 

villages reported that they do not have problems with criminals, but said that there is trouble with theft in the 

settlements in the Anjam language area. Kulel reported that there have also been problems with killings in the 

settlements
18

. 

                                                           
17 Often crime rates are higher in areas with road access. 
18 Settlements often have higher crime rates, possibly due to ease of access or weakening of social structures present in traditional 

villages.   
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6. Definition of Language and Dialect Boundaries 
One goal of the survey was to define which villages are included in the Waube language area and to identify 

any dialect distinctions between those villages. In addition to eliciting wordlists, the survey team also conducted 

group interviews to record the villagers' language distinctions and self-perceptions. 

6.1 Characteristics of the Language 

The following phones were recorded in the wordlist elicitations:  

6.1.1 Consonants 

TABLE 6.1 – WAUBE CONSONANTAL PHONES  

Pulmonic Bilabial 
Labio-
dental 

Alveolar Palatal 
Post 

alveolar 
Velar Glottal 

Plosive p  b  t d   k �  

Nasal m  n 
    

Trill   r     

Flap          

Fricative �  s      

Affricate     d�  t�   

Approximant    j  w  

Lat. approx.   l     

It would appear that voiced and voiceless stops, [b] ~ [p], [d] ~ [t], and [g] ~ [k] are in free variation (cf. gloss 6, 

9, 28, 100 for examples). The bilabial fricative [�] only occurred once in the wordlist, but it occurred consistently in 

this one word ‘o�i�’, ashes (gloss 9) in all nine of the wordlists elicited. 

6.1.2 Vowels   

TABLE 6.2 – WAUBE VOCALIC PHONES 

 

      Front Central Back 

      Close    i            u 
 

    Close-mid e    o 
                                                                 

    Open-mid Ε   
 

    Open               � 
 

Note that [�] is pronounced towards the centre, rather than the back of the mouth. 

6.1.3 Word Order 

From the twenty sentences elicited in the wordlists, it would appear that the word order of Waube is SOV 

(subject, object, verb). 

 

           S            O         V    

e.g. from Aiyau       ‘�i       soir�  
emin�’ 
        man       yam       eat 

        ‘The man eats the yam.’ 
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6.2 Reported Dialect Grouping 

6.2.1 Reported Speech Differences  

According to reports in the villages visited, Waube-speaking villages include Ajuai, Aiyau, Balaye 1, Balaye 2, 

Kwato, Kulel, Ormuge, Yabie, and Yaula. No mention was ever specifically made in such lists of the various 

settlements close to the Rai Coast Highway, all of which are connected to one of the above villages and, as such, are 

seen as an extension of these villages. Yaula included Buai in the list of Waube villages, adding that their speech 

was harder to understand. However, Buai reported that they belonged to the Amowe / Uyajitaya language group. 

Respondents in the Waube villages grouped themselves broadly into two dialects. When asked which villages 

speak the same as them, those living on the mountain virtually always started off by listing the five mountain 

villages (Balaye 1 and 2, Aiyau, Kwato, Yaula, and Kulel). With the exception of respondents in Kwato, no one 

mentioned the villages by the Lae-Madang Highway, near the Naru River: Yabie, Ajuai, and Ormuge.
19

 

Respondents in Ormuge and Ajuai made the distinction between themselves and those on the mountain (rather than 

by the Naru River).
20

 Whilst Yabie is geographically close to Ormuge and Ajuai, residents of all three villages 

agreed that the speech of Yabie was closer to that of Kwato and the mountain villages than Ormuge and Ajuai. 

However, the villages on the mountain, in general, grouped Yabie with Ajuai and Ormuge, apart from Balaye 1, 

who, when asked specifically about Yabie, included it with themselves. 

The dialect grouping done by the people on the mountain varied from village to village. Kwato and Kulel, at 

one extreme, claimed no one spoke exactly like them, and Balaye 2, at the other end, grouped themselves with all 

five of the other mountain villages (Kulel, Yaula, Kwato, Aiyau, and Balaye 1). The most common response was for 

respondants to group their own village with one or two neighbouring ones, hence, respondents in Balaye 1 grouped 

themselves with Aiyau and Kwato, and those in Aiyau grouped themselves with Kwato and Yaula.  

Despite the differences, residents in all Waube / Aube villages visited were always quick to state that they were 

all part of one language.
21

  

6.2.2 Relative Prestige of Speech Varieties 

There was no consensus as to a prestige dialect. Most villages believe that their own dialect is the clearest. 

6.3 Methodology of Lexicostatistics  

A 190-item wordlist, (170 words and twenty phrases) was elicited using Tok Pisin in the following Waube 

villages: Ajuai, Aiyau, Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Kulel, Kwato, Ormuge, Yabie, and Yaula. On each elicitation, the 

surveyors requested that the people designate a few people to help with the wordlist, usually including an older man 

who knew the language well, a younger man, and some women. The primary informants for the wordlist were males 

between twenty and sixty years of age. All the wordlists were elicited by the same member of the survey team. The 

sessions were recorded. 

The standard used for judging whether or not elicited forms were similar is the standard described in Survey on 

a Shoestring (Blair 1990: 31–33), which says that half of the phones in comparison between two forms must be 

identical or very similar, and half of the remaining phones must be similar. Thirty-nine forms were considered 

similar, even though they did not meet Blair’s standard. See appendix D: Exceptions to Standard, for Lexicostatistic 

Similarity for a list of these forms. When recognisable, only the root of the elicited form was compared. 

Of the 170 words elicited, twenty-five were not compared because the meaning of the elicited form was not 

clear. In addition, another thirteen words were eliminated from the comparison because the Waube speakers could 

                                                           
19 Until they were specifically asked, at which point they would concede that they were also a part of the same language group. 
20Indeed, residents of Ormuge and Ajuai who said that the speech in these two villages was similar, but not identical, gave 

alternative names for their dialect and the dialect spoken on the mountain. They called their own speech Aube and the speech of 

the mountain villages Waube. Residents in Balaye 2 referred to the speech of Ajuai and Ormuge as Amliye. 
21 However, residents in Kulel and Balaye 1 said that some of the speech of those in Ajuai, Ormuge, and Yabie would not be 

clear to them, and this sentiment was echoed in reverse by those in Ajuai and Ormuge. Also, whilst the residents of Aiyau, 

Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Kwato, Yaula, and Kulel said they would have no problem understanding each other, they did state that 

children may be confused by some of the changes in vocabulary. 
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not give a Waube form for the word. Therefore, the total number of words compared was 132. See appendix D: 

Exceptions to Standard for Lexicostatistic Similarity, for a list of these forms. 

In addition, the wordlists were compared with wordlists elicited in the Uyajitaya villages visited in an SIL 

survey by the same team one week following the Waube survey. See appendix for full results and explanation of six 

additional words disqualified from the comparison. 

6.4 Lexical Similarity Percentage  

The minimum criterion that two speech forms should meet to be called the same language, according to SIL 

(1991), is a lexical similarity of 70%. Speech varieties that are less than 60% similar have normally been found to be 

unintelligible (Grimes 1988).  

Table 6.3 is a matrix of the percentage of the 132 compared words that were found to be similar between the 

nine Waube villages. 

TABLE 6.3 – LEXICAL SIMILARITY PERCENTAGE MATRIX  

Kulel         

100 Yaula        

99 99 Kwato       

99 99 100 Aiyau      

99 99 100 100 Balaye 1     

99 99 100 100 100 Balaye 2    

97 97 98 98 98 98 Yabie   

76 76 76 76 76 76 77  Ormuge  

74 74 75 75 75 75 74 92 Ajuai 

Table 6.4 is a variance matrix of percentages of error for table 6.3, based on the reliability code,
22

 the total 

number of forms compared, and the similarity percentages (Wimbish 1989:58-60). 

                                                           
22 The reliability code is entered in the catalogue for each wordlist in WordSurv, indicating the reliability of the data on a scale of 

A to E. The code given to the Waube wordlists is C, meaning the elicitation situation was the average survey situation, with 

good bilingual informants and adequate opportunities to double check. 
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TABLE 6.4 - VARIANCE MATRIX 

Kulel         

0.0 Yaula        

1.3 1.3 Kwato       

     1.3      1.3 0.0 Aiyau      

1.3 1.3 0.0 0.0 Balaye 1     

1.3 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 Balaye 2    

2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 Yabie   

6.2 6.2 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.0 Ormuge  

7.9 7.9 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.9 7.9 4.8 Ajuai 

Lexical similarity between Waube dialects and the neighbouring Uyajitaya / Amowe language is shown in table 

6.5.
23

 

TABLE 6.5 – LEXICAL SIMILARITY: WAUBE AND UYAJITAYA 

WAUBE   

Waube Dialect    

87.9 Aube (Naru) Dialect UYAJITAYA 

57.9 67.5 Amowe Dialect  

49.6 58.8 83.3 Uyajitaya Dialect 

6.5 Interpretation 

Waube speakers reported that the people in Ormuge/Ajuai speak differently than people in the other villages. 

The lexicostatistics match these reports, with a clear grouping together of Aiyau, Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Kwato, Kulel, 

Yaula, and Yabie, which were all at least 97% similar to each other, and a clear grouping of Ormuge and Ajuai 

together, which are 92% similar. The average similarity between these two groups is 76%. The first group of 

villages (Aiyau, Balaye, etc) are all villages on the mountain, except for Yabie, which is near the Naru river and the 

other two villages in the second group. 

 

The separation of the 9 villages into two groups, based on speakers’ perceptions and lexical similarity, does not 

indicate that the two groups speak different languages. 76% lexical similarity between the groups does not indicate 

that the two groups cannot understand each other, and, in fact, people report that they can understand each other and 

that they identify with each other as speakers of the same language. 

 

The lexical similarity (49%–68%) between Waube language and Uyajitaya language villages, however, 

indicates that the two are unintelligible. 

                                                           
23 These percentages are an average of the lexical similarity between all wordlists compared for each language area. 
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7.  Language Use Description 

7.1 Children’s Language Use 

7.1.1 As Reported 
The information in this section represents responses to group interviews in eight villages. Full-length language use 

interviews were conducted in seven villages (Aiyau, Ajuai, Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Kwato, Kulel, and Yaula). A Short 

Stop Questionnaire was used to guide the interview in Kunai Compound. 

In each village, adults were asked what languages children use when speaking to their grandparents, parents, 

siblings, and playmates, and what language they use in singing. Table 7.1 summarizes responses from eight villages: 

Ajuai, Aiyau, Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Kulel, Kunai Compound, Kwato, and Yaula. A more detailed explanation of 

responses may be found in appendix B: Language Use Observations and Details. 

TABLE 7.1 – CHILDREN’S LANGUAGE USE 

 Waube Tok Pisin 

To grandparents 6 4 

To parents 5 6 

To siblings 4 6 

To playmates 4 6 

Overall, it was reported that children speak more Tok Pisin than Waube, except when speaking to grandparents. 

Across the board, it was reported that children sing in Waube, Tok Pisin, and English
24

. Two villages reported that 

children also sing in Anjam. 

Two villages reported that children learn Waube first, four said that children learn Tok Pisin first, and two said 

that children learn Waube and Tok Pisin simultaneously. In Kwato, a mother said that in the past they used to 

always speak to their children in Waube first, but now they speak to them in Tok Pisin first.
25

 She said that they do 

this because they want the children to succeed in school.
26

 In a separate conversation, a man also said that they 

speak Tok Pisin to children aged 0 to 5 and Waube to children age 6 and older. A man in Kulel, who is about 50 

years old, also said they teach their children Tok Pisin and Waube because they need to know Tok Pisin for school. 

The distinction of what language they use with children of different ages was fairly consistent with what the survey 

team observed in the Waube villages. 

Regarding proficiency, five out of eight villages reported that children speak Waube well before they are school 

aged,
27

 but one of those five said that children do not speak Waube as well as their parents do. All villages reported 

that children could understand Waube.
28

 

People in all seven villages which were asked about mixing,
29

 reported that children mix Tok Pisin with Waube, 

and six villages said that they do not think that mixing is good. Respondents in Balaye 2 said they were happy that 

children mixed Waube and Tok Pisin, because they wanted them to know both languages. 

In summary, it was reported that children speak more Tok Pisin than Waube. All children understand Waube, 

and about half of the villages reported that children speak the vernacular well before they begin school. Potential 

                                                           
24 This question was not asked in Kunai Compound. 
25 She did not mention a specific age, but rather pointed to a child, who appeared to be about 8 years old, as an example. 
26 “Mipela ol bus lain na ol i mas save gut long Tok Pisin na go long skul.” “We are bush people and they have to know Tok 

Pisin well and go to school.” 

27 In Aiyau, the group answer was that children can speak Waube, but there seemed to be some disagreement about it. In Kwato 

as well, there was a lot of discussion about whether children could speak Waube, but in the end, the group consensus was that 

they could. 
28 There was at least one woman in Kwato who said that her children could not understand Waube, but group consensus in 

villages was that children could understand it. 
29 This question was not asked in Kunai Compound. 
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education opportunities play a role in motivating parents to teach Tok Pisin to their young children. Children do mix 

Tok Pisin with Waube. 

7.1.2 As Observed 

The survey team observed that children speak a lot of Tok Pisin, but they also speak some Waube. Particularly 

children under school age (below 7 or 8 years of age) spoke mostly Tok Pisin. Children over this age were observed 

speaking both Waube and Tok Pisin. Despite distance from the other Waube villages, language use in Yabie, Ajuai, 

and Ormuge (near the Lae-Madang Highway) was fairly consistent with what the survey team saw in the villages 

near the Rai Coast Highway. Selected observations from each village visited are listed in section B.2 Children’s 

Language-Use Observations. Regarding children’s language use, the team’s observations are consistent with the 

reported data collected from the Waube community.  

7.2 Adults’ Language Use 

7.2.1 As Reported 

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 represent reported language use for adults, men and women respectively, in seven villages: 

Aiyau, Ajuai, Balaye 1, Balaye 2, Kulel, Kwato, and Yaula. In each village, the group was asked to choose a person 

in each age and gender category to represent their peers. That person was then asked which language he or she uses 

to speak to certain people. The numbers in the charts are the number of villages in which a person of a given age 

group uses a particular language to talk to certain people. For example, two villages reported that married men use 

Tok Pisin when speaking to their parents. Answers of wanwan, “some” were given a value of half. The age groups 

are abbreviated as follows: 

ym  = young men, unmarried   yw = young women, unmarried 

mm = married men, children at home  mw = married women, children at home 

om = old men    ow = old women  

TABLE 7.2 – NUMBER OF VILLAGES REPORTING LANGUAGE USE FOR MEN 

You to… 

Waube Tok Pisin 

y
m

 

m
m

 

o
m

 

y
m

 

m
m

 

o
m

 
…your parents 7 7  2.5 2  

…your brothers and sisters 7 7 7 3 3 2 

…your wife  7 7  2.5 1 

…teach your (grand) kids  6 7  3 2 

…scold your (grand) kids  6 7  3 2 

Your wife to your kids  6 7  3 2 

Your parents to your kids  7   1  

Your parents to you 7 7  2.5 1.5  

In Kwato, a woman objected to the young man’s statement that he speaks Waube with his siblings. She said that 

it was not true; the young people speak Tok Pisin. 
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TABLE 7.3 – NUMBER OF VILLAGES REPORTING LANGUAGE USE FOR WOMEN
30

 

You to… 

Waube Tok Pisin 

y
w

 

m
w

 

o
w

 

y
w

 

m
w

 

o
w

 

…your parents 6.5 7  3 0  

…your brothers and sisters 7 7 6 3 1.5 1 

…your husband  7 6  2 0 

…teach your (grand) kids  7 6  3 1 

…scold your (grand) kids  7 6  3 0 

Your husband to your kids  7 6  3 1 

Your parents to your kids  7   1  

Your parents to you 7 6  3 0  

In the preceding tables, Waube is presented as the most widely-used language across the age groups in the 

language area. If Waube speakers were undergoing a shift to Tok Pisin as their primary language, one might expect 

to see more villages reporting Tok Pisin use and a decrease from old age, to middle age, to young in the number of 

villages reporting Waube use. Because four villages did not report the use of Tok Pisin,
31

 and because every village 

reported the use of Waube by young people, it is not likely that a shift from Waube to Tok Pisin will be completed 

in this generation. 

See table 7.4 for responses of seven villages reporting language use in certain domains. A value of half was 

given for the answer wanwan ("some"). For example, five of the seven villages surveyed reported that Waube is 

used when praying at home. 

TABLE 7.4 – LANGUAGE USE BY DOMAIN  

What languages do you use when: Waube Tok Pisin 

Arguing with family 6 3.5 

Praying at home 5 6 

Organizing wedding or funeral feasts 7 4 

Joking 7 7 

Playing sports
32

 7 7 

Outsiders who know your language 6 3 

At town’s market 3 7 

Most villages reported using Waube in all domains where it is possible to use Waube. Additionally, in a domain 

where use of Waube would seem unlikely (such as at the town’s market), people specifically said that if they saw a 

Waube speaker there, they would speak Waube with them. Frequently, people reported that Waube was used with 

insiders and Tok Pisin was used with outsiders in domains where either insiders or outsiders could be involved (e.g. 

sports, joking, etc.). Tok Pisin is also sometimes used in domains which only involve insiders, such as praying at 

home or arguing with family. 

                                                           
30 Note that in Ajuai, it was reported that all the old women have died, so responses were not given for this age group. 
31 Yaula, Kwato, Kulel, and Aiyau. However, adults were also observed speaking Tok Pisin in these villages. 
32 Once, when men answered saying that people speak Waube while playing sports, a woman disagreed, indicating that they only 

speak Tok Pisin. 
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In Kunai Compound (not included in preceding table) both Tok Pisin and Waube were listed for all the 

following domains: arguing with family (primarily Waube), playing sports (Waube to trick non-Waube opponents), 

joking, resolving conflicts (Waube with insiders, Tok Pisin if outsiders are involved), church (Waube for the benefit 

of old women), and praying at home (primarily Waube). 

7.2.2 As Observed 

As a general rule, adults speak Waube to other adults. They speak some Waube and some Tok Pisin to children. 

They tend to address young children (under 7 or 8 years old) in Tok Pisin. Selected language use observations from 

each village visited are listed in section B.3 Adults’ Language-Use Observations. Regarding adult’s language use, 

the team’s observations are consistent with the data reported by the Waube community. 

7.3 Self-Reported Bilingualism 

7.3.1 Tok Pisin and English 

The two languages most widely spoken in the Waube area are the vernacular and Tok Pisin. Only people who 

have been to school can understand or speak English. 

With the exception of some of the elderly, people of all ages can speak Tok Pisin. Balaye 2 and Yaula reported 

that old women are only passively bilingual in Tok Pisin. In Balaye 1, when the survey team asked an old woman 

some questions during the group interview, some people said that she couldn’t speak Tok Pisin, and everyone 

laughed because she was afraid. She did answer a few things briefly in Tok Pisin. Aiyau reported that old men and 

old women can speak some Tok Pisin, but their proficiency is limited to telling short stories. Kwato reported that old 

women find it hard to speak Tok Pisin, and they often make mistakes and mix it with Waube. 

7.3.2 Amele 

In Ajuai, it was reported that some adults of all ages could say easy things in Amele. 

7.3.3 Among 

In Kulel, it was reported that some adults of all ages and both genders, as well as children, could speak some 

Among, but they could not talk about deep things. 

In Aiyau, it was reported that a few old men and old women could speak Among. 

7.3.4 Amowe 

In Ajuai and Balaye 1, it was reported that adults and children could speak Amowe. Ajuai said that they could 

speak it well and talk about deep things. In Balaye 1, it was reported that middle-aged men had a high level of 

proficiency in it. Balaye 2 reported that men and women of all ages could speak Amowe and that children were 

passively bilingual in it. 

7.3.5 Anjam  

Balaye 2, Kulel, and Kwato reported that some adults of all ages and both genders could speak Anjam, although 

in Balaye 2 and Kulel, they said that they could not speak Anjam well—just say a few easy things. In Kunai 

Compound, it was reported that men can speak a little Anjam, and women can understand it. In Balaye 2, it was 

reported that children could also speak a little Anjam. In Aiyau, people reported that some young and middle-aged 

men could speak Anjam. In Balaye 1, it was reported that a few old men and old women who have worked with 

Anjam people can speak Anjam, and some other adults can understand Anjam. 

7.3.6 Girawa 

In Ajuai, it was reported that some men and women of all ages could speak Girawa. 

7.3.7 Kobuga 

In Ajuai, it was reported that some men and women of all ages could speak Kobuga. In Kwato, it was reported 

that middle-aged and old men and women, as well as a few young men could speak Kobuga. It was also reported 
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that young women could understand a little bit of Kobuga. In Kunai Compound, men can understand Kobuga and 

say a little bit in it, while women can just understand it. Old men are reportedly more proficient than younger men. 

7.3.8 Kou 

In Kulel, it was reported that men and women of all ages could say some easy things in Kou. In Kwato, it was 

reported that a few middle-aged and old men, as well as old women, could speak Kou. In Aiyau, it was reported that 

a few middle-aged and old people could speak Kou. In Kunai Compound, it was reported that adults are passively 

bilingual in Kou. 

7.3.9 Outsiders Who Learn Waube 

All Waube villages surveyed said that people from neighbouring language areas learn to speak Waube. Choice 

of which dialect they learn seems to be dictated by which dialect they have contact with. Comments made in some 

villages indicate that few outsiders learn Waube well. Rather, their proficiency in it seems to be similar to Waube 

speakers’ proficiency in the previously listed neighbouring vernaculars. Essentially, those who have contact with 

Waube speakers learn to speak a little bit of Waube, and Waube speakers learn to speak a little of the other person’s 

vernacular. 

Regarding intermarriage and language learning patterns, people in Kulel and Ajuai indicated that people who 

were married in from other language groups learn to speak Waube well. Respondents in the other villages indicated 

that people married in from other language groups are passively bilingual in Waube, but cannot speak it well, if at 

all. They primarily use Tok Pisin for communication. 

7.4 Language Use Summary  

The survey team observed use of both Waube and Tok Pisin in every village visited. Adults primarily speak 

Waube, but are also proficient in Tok Pisin. In addition to speaking Tok Pisin, school-aged children and teenagers 

also speak a great deal of Waube. Children who are not yet old enough to attend school primarily speak Tok Pisin, 

and adults primarily speak Tok Pisin to children in this age bracket. Based on comments by adults in several 

villages, the one motivation for this is that children need to know Tok Pisin in order to do well in school. 

Tok Pisin is the most widely used second language in the Waube area. It is followed by neighbouring 

vernaculars Amowe, Anjam, and Kobuga. However, knowledge of these vernaculars is far from universal. 

Knowledge of other vernaculars is extremely limited. Some outsiders learn to understand or speak some Waube, but 

very few become proficient speakers of it. 
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8. Language Attitudes 

8.1 As Reported 

In every village visited, general consensus was that Waube and Tok Pisin would still be used by children when 

they became adults. Three villages also thought their children would speak English when they became adults, and 

two reported that their children would speak English if they went to school. Adults in Kunai Compound settlement 

reported that their children would most likely not speak Waube as adults, and that they would speak Tok Pisin with 

their children. One man reported that children from Kunai Compound would learn and speak Anjam in the future. 

Despite the fact that they thought the Kunai Compound children would shift to Tok Pisin, they did not think that 

Waube as a whole would die out. 

However, not everyone in the language group thought that the children would speak Waube in the future. The 

council leader from Balaye 1 scolded parents for speaking Tok Pisin to their children instead of Waube. The survey 

team felt that in his enthusiasm for a language development programme, the council leader might have overstated 

the low-language vitality. For example, during the group language use interview, for which he was the main 

spokesperson, it was reported that people under age 20 were not proficient in Waube. However, some teenage girls 

disagreed with this. They were later observed speaking Waube. 

When a group in Yaula was asked what language they thought their children would speak to their future 

children, someone said Waube, but group consensus was that they didn’t know. Four other villages answered Tok 

Pisin and Waube, while people in Kulel and Kwato villages just said Waube. 

When asked what languages they wanted their children to know, six villages chose Waube first and Tok Pisin 

second. Four villages listed English as a third priority. Respondents in Balaye 1 said that they wanted their children 

to know Tok Pisin and English. When asked whether they also wanted them to know Waube, they affirmed that they 

did. No villages reported that they wanted their children to learn any other vernacular. 

The number of villages that reported a preference for Waube is greater than the number of villages that reported 

a preference for Tok Pisin (see table 8.1). The responses are displayed as a number of villages reporting a 

preference. For example, seven out of seven villages reported that they would like to read books in Waube.  

TABLE 8.1 – REPORTED LANGUAGE PREFERENCE FOR BOOKS AND STORIES 

Language Preferences Waube Tok Pisin 

In what language(s) would you like to read 
books? 

7 5 

In what language(s) would you like to hear 
stories? 

7 4
33

 

The survey team also asked the headmaster of Marum Community School, as a resident outsider, what attitude 

he thought the Waube people held toward their own language. He said, “I think they are happy…when they are 

together they speak their own language.” 

8.2 As Inferred from Behaviour 

Both Tok Pisin and Waube are used by people of all ages. It appears that people generally have a positive 

attitude toward both Waube and Tok Pisin. Waube is valued as an insider language, the language of their ancestors 

and their culture. The fact that adults use Waube as their primary language, and that it is frequently spoken by 

teenagers and school-aged children suggests that Waube is valued for interactions in the home and village. This 

concurs with the reported data collected from the community. Tok Pisin is valued as a language of wider 

communication, a necessary skill for education and economic advancement. The fact that they speak more Tok Pisin 

                                                           
33 Two additional villages, Kulel and Yaula, said that they would like stories in Tok Pisin if outsiders were present. Otherwise, 

they like stories in the vernacular. 
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than vernacular to their young children seems to indicate that they see significant advantage to their children 

learning to speak Tok Pisin. This supports their statements about the importance they place on children 

understanding Tok Pisin so that they can succeed in school. 

9. Potential for Language Development 
Need for and feasibility of a language-development programme are dependent on: 

• Language vitality 

• Language attitudes 

• Dialect situation 

• Level of education 

  

9.1 Language Vitality 

Almost everyone (adults and adolescents) speaks Waube as their primary language. Almost everyone uses Tok 

Pisin as well. There is evidence that Waube speakers are beginning to shift to Tok Pisin as their primary language in 

the fact that most young children are only speaking Tok Pisin. However, the adolescents that currently speak Waube 

as their primary language have the potential to teach the language to the next generation. If language shift to Tok 

Pisin is beginning among Waube speakers, it will probably not be completed in this generation, and there is potential 

for continued use into the next generations, depending on the choices of the parents now and in the near future. 

9.2 Language Attitudes 

Waube people hold a positive attitude toward both their language and toward Tok Pisin, the language of wider 

communication. 

9.3 Dialect Situation 

Both the lexicostatistic results and the self-perception reported in the villages point toward the existence of a 

dialect difference between the mountain villages and the Lae-Madang Highway villages. Speakers of these varieties 

identify themselves as belonging to the same language, and also maintain that they can understand one another. It 

appears that literature could be developed which could be used by speakers of both varieties. 

9.4 Level of Education 

The Waube-language group has relatively low education levels. However, there are many grade 6 finishers and 

a few grade 8 and 10 finishers living in the Waube area who could be trained to carry out some of the tasks related 

to language-development. A language-development programme would likely require the full-time commitment of an 

outside linguist team. 

9.5 Conclusion 

A language-development programme is recommended for the Waube language. 
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10. Potential for Language Development 
Conditions demonstrating the need for and feasibility of a language-development programme are: 

• Language vitality 

• Language attitudes 

• Dialect situation 

• Level of education 

  

10.1 Language Vitality 

Given the language-use reports and observations, it appears that teenagers and adults primarily speak Waube 

amongst themselves. Young children primarily speak Tok Pisin. People are generally proficient in Tok Pisin and use 

it when speaking with outsiders or with young children.  

Interviewees in all villages predicted that the children will speak Waube as adults. However, the fact that most 

young children are speaking only Tok Pisin could be evidence of language shift. If Waube speakers were 

undergoing a shift to Tok Pisin as their primary language, one might expect to see more villages reporting Tok Pisin 

use and a decrease from old age, to middle age, to young in the number of villages reporting Waube use (see tables 

7.2 and 7.3). However, all villages reported that teenagers, middle-aged people, and the older generation all use 

Waube as their primary language. If language shift is beginning, it is not likely that it will be completed in this 

generation. 

Therefore, it is the impression of the survey team that the Waube language is vital, but there is potential for 

language shift in the future. 

10.2 Language Attitudes 

Waube people hold a positive attitude toward both their language and toward Tok Pisin, the language of wider 

communication. 

10.3 Dialect Situation 

Both the lexicostatistic results and the self-perception reported in the villages point toward the existence of a 

dialect difference between the mountain villages and the Lae-Madang Highway villages. Speakers of these varieties 

identify themselves as belonging to the same language, and also maintain that they can understand one another. It 

appears that literature could be developed which could be used by speakers of both varieties. 

10.4 Level of Education 

The Waube-language group has relatively low education levels. However, there are many grade 6 finishers and 

a few grade 8 and 10 finishers living in the Waube area who could be trained to carry out some of the tasks related 

to language-development. A language-development programme would likely require the full-time commitment of an 

outside linguist team. 

10.5 Conclusion 

A language-development programme is recommended for the Waube language. Given the situation of the 

Waube (such as education levels), this would require significant outside assistance. 
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Appendix A: Churches and Missions 
Institutional support is considered to be a key factor in ethnolinguistic vitality (Giles et al. 1977). In Papua New 

Guinea, the church is often the primary institution functioning at the local level. In order to evaluate church interest 

in and potential support for a language-development programme, the survey team interviewed local pastors and lay 

leaders. The team asked questions relating to vernacular use in the church and also attended church services in order 

to observe language use.  

The team purposed to note stated interest and look for evidence of community support for local pastors, 

teachers, and projects, which may indicate community support for a language-development programme. 

A.1 Active Church Denominations in the Waube Area 

There are Evangelical Brotherhood Churches (EBC) in eight
34

 of the nine villages and the one near the 

settlements at Tire Station. There are three Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) churches, one South Seas Evangelical 

Church (SSEC), and one New Apostolic (NA) church.
35

  

A.2 Leadership 

At the time of the survey, all church leaders in the Waube area, with the exception of two EBC pastors
36

, were 

lay workers. The survey team interviewed leaders from ten churches in the Waube area (see table A.1). Underlining 

in the Number of Workers column denotes person interviewed. 

TABLE A.1 – CHURCH LEADERSHIP 

Village Church # of Workers Years in Village 
Education/Training 

Grade 
Completed 

Literate Training 

Balaye 1 EBC 1 lay worker birthplace none yes none 

Aiyau 

EBC 1 lay worker birthplace    

SDA 1 lay worker 20 years 
from Bogia 

6 yes none 

SSEC 1 lay worker birthplace 4 yes none 

Kwato 
EBC 

1 pastor, 1 
deacon, 6 lay 

1 year 
from WHP 

6 yes 3 years 

SDA 3 lay workers birthplace 10 yes yes 

Yaula EBC 1 deacon birthplace none no 2 weeks  

Kulel EBC 
1 pastor, 1 

deacon, 2 lay 
1 year 

from Kwato 
none yes 3 years 

Stlmnt EBC 1 deacon, 3 lay 30 years from Yaula none no none 

Ajuai NA 1 deacon, 1 lay birthplace 6 yes none 

A.3 Church Language Use 

All villages reported using some Waube during church services. All church leaders interviewed, with the 

exception of the EBC pastor in Kwato and the SDA leader in Aiyau, are Waube speakers and reported using Waube 

in the community, with their families, and in church. 

                                                           
34 However, on map 2, there are only six EBC churches.  This is because this map documents only the churches where interviews 

took place. The same goes for the other churches. 
35 The Lutheran church once had a station at Keku, on the language border between the Amowe and Waube language groups, 

between Buai and Balaye 2 villages. The station was closed around the time of the Second World War and there are currently 

no Lutheran churches in the Waube area. 
36 One in Kwato and one in Kulel. 
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A.3.1 As Reported 

EBC church leaders reported regular use of Waube during church services and activities. The pastor in Kwato is 

from Western Highlands Province and does not speak Waube, but he has learned a few Waube songs and 

encourages Waube language use when lay leaders are leading services. Balaye 1, Yaula, and Kulel reported using 

Waube and Tok Pisin for singing, preaching, prayer, and announcements. Leaders reported that they usually preach 

in Tok Pisin and explain important points in Waube. EBC church leaders at Kunai Compound settlement reported 

that they rarely use Waube during services because there are many Anjam speakers in the congregation. The EBC 

leaders were enthusiastic about a language-development programme. The leader in Balaye 1 said, “The vernacular 

has depth to it. Everyone understands when you use the vernacular.”
37

  

The three SDA churches reported using Tok Pisin and English during services. They all reported singing 

primarily in English, some in Tok Pisin. Preaching is usually in Tok Pisin, Scripture reading and prayer in Tok Pisin 

and English, and announcements in Tok Pisin. The SDA congregation in Ajuai is primarily Kobuga speakers, so 

they would not use Waube literature during services, but the leader in Kwato reported that Waube is “clear, they all 

understand. It’s better in the vernacular; some adults don’t understand English.”
38

 

The SSEC church leader reported using both Waube and Tok Pisin for singing, preaching, prayer, and 

announcements. He reported that they would use Waube literature if available. 

The NA church leader reported using more Waube than Tok Pisin in church services. He reported that he 

preaches in Tok Pisin and explains in Waube and that prayer and announcements are primarily in Waube. 

A.3.2 As Observed 

The survey team attended church services in every denomination working in the Waube language area: EBC in 

Kwato and Yaula; SDA in Aiyau, Kwato, and Naru/Ajuai; SSEC in Aiyau; and NA in Ajuai.  

Tok Pisin was the dominant language used in all denominations in the Waube area. The team observed less 

Waube use than was reported. However, pastors who did speak Waube during services first apologized to the team 

for using a language they would not understand. The team recognizes that their presence may have affected 

language use. It is possible that had the survey team not been present, more Waube may have been used. It is also 

important to note that conversation before and after services was primarily in Waube, perhaps demonstrating that, 

while Waube is the language of choice for interactions within the village, Tok Pisin is regarded as the most 

appropriate within a Church context.  

A.4 Potential Community Support for a Language-Development 
Programme 

In order to gauge potential community support for a language-development programme, the survey team asked 

pastors and community leaders about their interest in such a project and whether the community worked together on 

current and/or past community projects. 

It should be noted that it is clear from the data in this section that interviewees were sometimes thinking of 

expatriate translators coming to live in their group when they answered questions. Although the interviewers did 

their best to minimise the potential for this type of bias, SIL is well known in the area and even the survey team’s 

presence hints that a team may be allocated. 

Pastors and church leaders responded favourably when asked about their support of a language-development 

programme. However, it was reported that many of the communities are not working together at present, and some 

reported that there are disagreements between denominations, but they said that they would work together if an 

expatriate team allocated. 

In most of the churches interviewed, leaders reported that their congregations would help support an outside 

linguist team. However, when asked about the likelihood of support for local men and women interested in receiving 

training, most leaders reported that the community would not participate. Only Kunai Compound reported that the 

                                                           
37 “Tok Ples i gat mit. Ol i ken klia long Tok Ples.” 
38 “Klia, ol ken save. Mo beta long Tok Ples, sampela mamapapa no save Inglis.” 
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congregation helped with the cost of pastor training, the rest either paid for their own training or received support 

from the denomination. 

All church leaders, except at Kunai Compound (EBC) and Naru (SDA), reported that they would use Waube 

literature if available. The Kunai Compound congregation includes many Anjam speakers and the Naru 

congregation is mostly Kobuga speakers. The pastor in Kwato, although not a Waube speaker, reported that he 

would encourage lay workers and deacons to make frequent use of Waube literature. 
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Appendix B: Language-Use Observations and Details 

B.1 Reported Children’s Language-Use Details 

Adults in seven villages were asked what languages children speak when talking to grandparents, parents, 

siblings, and playmates, and what language they use when singing. 

Aiyau and Ajuai reported that children speak both Tok Pisin and Waube to people of all ages. 

Kwato and Kulel reported that children use Waube when speaking to grandparents, parents, siblings, and 

playmates. However, a few women in Kwato told a survey team member that children do not understand Waube. 

When the group in Kwato was asked whether children speak Waube, one woman shouted "No" and everyone told 

her to be quiet, and then there was a big discussion. Finally, consensus was that children could speak Waube. In 

Kulel, it was reported that they would infrequently
39

 use Tok Pisin in these domains. However, there seemed to be 

some disagreement in Kulel about how much Tok Pisin the children speak. The council leader in Kulel reported that 

children learn some Tok Pisin at home, but when they go to school they don’t understand all of the Tok Pisin they 

hear there and they learn more Tok Pisin from their teachers. 

Balaye 1 reported that children always use Tok Pisin for the domains listed above. 

In Balaye 2, it was reported that children speak Waube to their grandparents, but Tok Pisin to everyone else. 

Reportedly, children in Yaula speak Waube only to their grandparents, Waube and Tok Pisin to their parents, 

and Tok Pisin only to other children. While Tok Pisin was observed to be the main language children use to speak to 

each other, children in Yaula were occasionally observed speaking Waube to other children. 

In every village, adults said that children sing songs in Waube, Tok Pisin, and English, although two villages 

said that not many English songs are sung, and two other villages said that only children who go to school sing in 

English. Two villages reported that children also sing some songs in Anjam. 

Regarding proficiency, in Balaye 1 it was reported that children under age 7 cannot speak Waube, and even 

teenagers do not speak Waube well. However, when this statement was made during the language use interview, a 

teenager disagreed, saying that teens can speak Waube, and the survey team frequently observed teenagers in Balaye 

1 speaking Waube. Nothing was observed to contradict the report that children under 7 years old in that village 

cannot speak Waube. In Ajuai, when asked how old a person would need to be to speak Waube well, adults pointed 

to a 14-year-old girl and said that people her age could speak it well. 

In Kunai Compound, regarding children’s language use, they reported that children learn to speak Tok Pisin 

first, and that they can understand Waube, but only speak it occasionally. They mainly speak Tok Pisin.
40

 Adults 

reported that children do not speak Waube as well as adults do. It was also reported that children ages 13 and older 

are passively bilingual in Anjam because they go to school with children from there. 

B.2 Children’s Language-Use Observations 

In Aiyau, every time the survey team heard a group of children over 10 years old
41

 speaking, they heard mostly 

Waube. While working in the kitchen and cutting wood outside, a mother and her 12 to 15-year-old daughter were 

observed speaking Waube to each other. The mother sent her 7-year-old son with a water container, speaking to him 

in Waube and he replied in Waube. A 10-year-old boy spoke Waube to an older boy. Later, the same boy was heard 

speaking Tok Pisin. A group of half a dozen boys, ages 9 to 15, were sitting on a log speaking Waube for a few 

minutes. 

In Balaye 1, one of the survey team members walked around the village with a teenage girl. While the girl was 

walking, she spoke Waube to a middle-aged man and woman. She spoke Tok Pisin to her aunt, who is newly 

married in from Begasin. The girl said that a few smart women who marry in from other language groups learn to 

                                                           
39 “wanwan taim” 
40 “Ol i bes long Tok Pisin long toktok.” 
41 Ages in this section of the report are approximate. 
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speak Waube, but many are only passively bilingual. The same girl spoke first in Waube and then in Tok Pisin to a 

young woman when she walked by her house. A group of young boys were playing marbles and speaking 

exclusively Tok Pisin. A group of people playing cards was speaking mostly Tok Pisin; this was especially true of 

the younger people. One girl (about 15 years old) was speaking only Tok Pisin. A boy (about 10 to 12 years old) 

started to speak in Waube, but then switched to Tok Pisin. 

A group of four 8 to 10-year-old boys in Balaye 2 were talking to each other. Three were speaking Waube, and 

one was mostly speaking Tok Pisin. Children were observed playing a make-believe game all in Tok Pisin. A 3-

year-old was observed speaking Tok Pisin to his mother. During the wordlist elicitation, various children were 

helping and gave correct Waube words when they heard the gloss in Tok Pisin. 

In Kulel, a group of six children between the ages of 6 to 14 were observed playing basketball. They were 

speaking about half Tok Pisin and half Waube. A lady across the road yelled over to them, and they answered her in 

Waube. They yelled out game phrases, in Tok Pisin, but in between these phrases, they were speaking to each other 

in Waube. A group of 12 to 16-year-olds were observed walking along the trail and having a conversation. They 

were switching back and forth between Tok Pisin and Waube. Four boys (3 to 5 years old) were observed playing 

football and speaking Tok Pisin. A group of 6 to 12-year-olds was conversing mainly in Tok Pisin, but also speaking 

some Waube. 

In Kunai Compound, a father spoke Waube to a 13-year-old and she replied in Tok Pisin. Later, the same girl 

was also observed speaking Waube. When the survey team went to wash, a whole group of children went with them, 

and they were all speaking Tok Pisin. Later, the team heard one of the 14-year-old girls speaking Waube to some 

younger children. While waiting for a meeting with the survey team to start inside the church building, the children 

were all speaking Waube to each other. One man from Yaula spoke Waube to a boy, and the boy replied in Tok 

Pisin. While sitting on the porch in the morning, the children were speaking Tok Pisin amongst themselves. Children 

who were trying to catch a chicken were speaking Tok Pisin to each other, and adults were shouting instructions to 

them in Tok Pisin. 

In one young man’s house in Kwato, a group of boys 10 years old and older were observed talking to each other 

for 20 to 30 minutes exclusively in Waube. Children under 5 years old were speaking mostly Tok Pisin, but 5-year-

old boys were observed speaking to each other in Waube. Boys pretending to fight spoke Waube to each other. Girls 

who went with the survey team to wash, only spoke Tok Pisin amongst themselves. During the group interview 

about contact patterns, when talking about the number of trade stores, a little kid said “two” in Waube. While sitting 

with a family for half an hour, a surveyor heard them speaking mostly Waube, although the father spoke to a 3-year-

old boy in Tok Pisin. All other kids in the family seemed to understand and be fairly confident in speaking Waube, 

especially those over 10 years old. One sister said something to another in Tok Pisin, and then in Waube. A 13-year-

old told a younger sibling to move in Tok Pisin, so that another surveyor could sit down. Then, the same 13-year-old 

spoke to the other child in Waube. Children 8 to 12 years old were giving commands to each other in Waube. 

In Yaula, a group of boys ages 5 to 10 were observed speaking Tok Pisin while sitting around and playing 

marbles. Boys ages 12 to 18 were observed speaking Waube, while younger children were mostly speaking Tok 

Pisin, although children under age 4 were observed speaking some Waube. While sitting by the fire with one family, 

the survey team observed children between ages 5 to 8 all speaking Waube and Tok Pisin. The mother and 

grandmother were speaking both languages to the children, and the children were understanding and speaking both. 

Often they answered in Tok Pisin, but sometimes answered in Waube. 

Despite their distance from the other Waube villages, language use in Yabie, Ajuai, and Ormuge (near the Lae-

Madang Highway) was fairly consistent with what the survey team saw in the villages near the Rai Coast Highway. 

When one of the survey team members accompanied a man from Ajuai to walk around Yabie, Ajuai, and Ormuge, 

he saw the following things. The man spoke only Tok Pisin to his two daughters, who were about 5 to 6 years old, 

and they spoke Tok Pisin to each other. From a bridge, the man yelled down to two 13-year-old girls in Waube, and 

they answered in Waube. In the church area, he spoke to a 16-year-old girl in Waube and she answered a couple of 

words in Waube. While sitting on a porch waiting for the rain to stop, people ages 15 and older were speaking 

Waube. A 14-year-old girl and a 10-year-old girl were also sitting on the porch, laughing at stories told in Waube. 

The older of the two girls was participating in a discussion; everyone else was speaking Waube while she was 

speaking Tok Pisin. Young children around the porch were all speaking Tok Pisin. Ten-year-old boys in Ormuge 

were observed speaking Waube to each other. Two children collecting water were observed speaking Tok Pisin. 
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B.3 Adults’ Language-Use Observations 

One evening in Aiyau, a surveyor walked around the village and observed people sitting outside houses around 

fires, and they were speaking primarily Waube. One group of women was speaking all Waube. One woman spoke 

Tok Pisin to a 5-year-old child to tell him to sit on a stool. A group of young men 10 to 20 years old were standing 

next to a coconut tree speaking to each other in Waube, with a few comments in Tok Pisin. Mothers and fathers 

were observed speaking both Waube and Tok Pisin to their children. In one instance, a father scolded his children 

first in Waube and then in Tok Pisin. A mother who was observed speaking Waube to her son and daughter (about 

13 and 8 years old respectively), spoke Tok Pisin to two children about 4 or 5 years old. 

While lying in bed one morning in Balaye 1, a surveyor listened to a family’s language use for 20 to 30 

minutes. He heard both men and women speaking, although women were speaking more than men. Some sentences 

in Waube were finished with a Tok Pisin phrase. There were a few complete sentences in Tok Pisin. There was a 

mixture of Tok Pisin and Waube, but overall, it was mostly Waube (80-90%) spoken by about 2 to 3 women. 

In Balaye 2, the woman who hosted the survey team in her home was always observed speaking Waube to a 

woman in her 20s. A middle-aged man, married in from the Sepik, was not observed speaking Waube, only Tok 

Pisin. Mothers spoke to children mostly in Tok Pisin, but also sometimes in Waube. Amongst themselves, mothers 

spoke Waube. 

In Kulel, when one of the surveyors was walking around the village, people were translating what she said for 

adults (from Tok Pisin into Waube). She heard one father and a teenager speaking to each other in Tok Pisin. During 

the group interviews, discussion among the adults was in Waube, and the discussion regarding where the survey 

team was going to stay was also in Waube. While another one of the surveyors was walking around the village with 

the council leader, he heard him speaking Waube to everyone. There was another young man with them who was 

also speaking Waube to people. While some women were sitting outside a house on the grass, they were speaking 

Waube to each other and Tok Pisin to children. A mother called out to an older boy in Waube. She then spoke to a 

12-year-old in Waube and he answered in Tok Pisin. One woman was heard speaking Waube, and then Tok Pisin to 

a toddler. 

In Kunai Compound, the adults were all speaking Waube amongst themselves and with a large group of visitors 

who had just come down from Yaula. The mother of the house where the survey team stayed spoke a lot of Waube 

to various kids between the ages of 1 and 13. Adults were also heard speaking some Tok Pisin to children. 

In Kwato, one surveyor walked through the village at night and heard a few young men speaking Tok Pisin, 

women in three houses speaking Waube, a man yelling at a child in Tok Pisin, and then speaking in Waube. In one 

house, he heard a man saying a few words in Tok Pisin, like culture and story, maybe mixed with Waube, or maybe 

just Tok Pisin (unclear), but then he went back to speaking Waube. Mostly in houses, he heard women speaking 

Waube. Ten men, ages 15 to 35, were playing cards, speaking 90% Waube with some phrases of Tok Pisin. They 

told jokes in Waube and yelled in Waube at the youngest boys up in the house to stop shaking it. A young mother 

was heard speaking in Waube to a baby about 2 years old. After church on Sunday morning, everyone was sitting 

around outside the church talking. All the adults were speaking Waube. After about 15 minutes, a headman said, 

“OK tokples inap
42

” (probably because the survey team was there). Then another man said, “Nogat. Em i mas go 

moa yet, nogut em i dai”
43

 The adults continued speaking Waube after that. During the language use interview, for 

which about one hundred people were present, one man said he wanted to explain one of the questions in Waube so 

everyone would understand it, be clear, and then he would give feedback in Tok Pisin to the surveyors. 

During a basketball game in Yaula, an adult on one side called to another in Waube. The discussion during the 

group language-use interview was all in Waube. During the interview, one father was heard telling kids in Tok Pisin 

to go sleep. Another father scolded children in Waube during the interview. In the house where the survey team 

stayed, the grandmother was always speaking to the mother in Waube. The mother spoke Waube several times to a 

5-year-old, and the grandmother joined in. When the survey team went to wash, they heard the mother and a teenage 

girl speak to a 3-year-old girl in Tok Pisin. They spoke a lot of Tok Pisin to her, but the mother was heard later 

scolding the 3-year-old in Waube, and another time she told her off in both Waube and Tok Pisin. A grandmother 

was heard speaking Tok Pisin to her grandchildren. During a community meeting, a man was speaking Waube. Then 

                                                           
42 “That’s enough speaking vernacular.”  
43 “No, we must keep going, it would be bad if it died.” 
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he read the Bible in Tok Pisin and then spoke in Waube again. He read another bit of the Bible in Tok Pisin, and 

then went straight back into Waube. Another man prayed in Tok Pisin to open the meeting. A mother coming back 

from the garden called out to a 2-year-old in Tok Pisin, while another mother was heard speaking to two small 

children in Waube. 

While one surveyor was walking around Yabie, Ajuai, and Ormuge with a man who was telling people about 

the survey team’s arrival, the man spoke Waube everywhere they went to give the news, shouting across the river to 

mothers, etc. He spoke some in Tok Pisin too. As noted in the children’s language-use observations, he spoke only 

Tok Pisin to his two daughters (ages 5 to 6) who were with him. In Ajuai, an old man came to shout at his son-in-

law for hitting his daughter. He was shouting in Tok Pisin, as were all of the other people around. A man was 

observed speaking in Tok Pisin to a baby, and a woman spoke in Tok Pisin to a girl to tell her to fasten the back of 

her dress. 
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Appendix C: Alternate Village and Language Names 
TABLE C.1 – ALTERNATE VILLAGE NAMES 

 
As referred to 

in Report 
Alternate Names 

Main Village it is 
Part of 

W
a

u
b

e
 L

a
n

g
u

a
g

e
 A

re
a
 Balaye 1 Balaia  

Balaye 2 Balaia  

Aiyau Ayau  

Kwato   

Yaula   

Kulel   

Kunai Compound Kulel Settlement  

Ajuai Adjum  

Ormuge   

Yabie Yapie  

U
y

a
ji

ta
y
a

 L
a

n
g

u
a

g
e

 A
re

a
 

Uya  Uya 

Palipa  Uya 

Matato  Uya 

Tarou Wajawaja Uya 

Kalapai  Uya 

Saiya  Uya 

Balam  Uya 

Didiwala Duduela Didiwala 

Subalulu Tapo 
Sari 

Balulu 

Didiwala 

Udibai Bauri Bauri 

Gisi  Bauri 

Gajiri  Bauri 

Mano  Bauri 

A
m

o
w

e
 D

ia
le

c
t 

A
re

a
 

Tagoe Buai 
Baui 

Buai 

Gomu Garagu 
Old Place Buai 

Buai 

Bere Sinaji Buai 
Toro Sirie Buai 
Doro  Buai 
Jio

44
  Buai 

Baumana  Buai 
Asei  Buai 

Bojirie  Buai 

 

                                                           
44 Possibly deserted.  
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TABLE C.2 – ALTERNATE LANGUAGE NAMES 

As Referred to in 
this Report 

As Referred to in 
the Ethnologue

45
 

Alternate Names Ethnologue Code 

Among Jilim  [JIL] 
Amowe -not listed- Amito -none- 
Anjam Anjam Bom 

Bogati 
Bogajim 

[BOJ] 

Girawa Girawa Begasin [BBR] 
Kobuga Urigina  [URG] 

Kou Sinsauru 
Asas 

Kow [SNZ] 
[ASD] 

Marik Marik Ham 
Dami 

[DAD] 

Ogea Ogea Erima 
Nuru 

[ERI] 

Rerau Rerau  [REA] 
Uyajitaya Duduela Uyaji [DUK] 

Waube Kwato Waupe [KOP] 

TABLE C.3 – ALTERNATE NAMES FOR VILLAGES NEAR THE WAUBE AREA 

As referred to 
in Report 

Alternate Names Language Area Notes 

Agiawa   Hamlet in the Naru area 
Alubu Alibu Among  

Ato  Marik  

Bawak Bauak Anjam  
Begasin Stlmnt   Hamlet in the Naru area 

Biri Pieri Kobuga/Kou  
Bom  Anjam  

Dumpu Tumbu Among  
Erima  Ogea  
Irere   Hamlet in the Naru area 

Jimjam Jamjam Anjam  
Mabeluk Mabeluku Kou  
Mataloi  Kobuga/Kou  

Tire Station  Anjam Government station 
Jirike Tirige  Hamlet in the Naru area 
Uyai  Kobuga  

Wajani   Hamlet in the Naru area 
Walega  Anjam  
Yawar  Among  

 

                                                           
45 14th Edition 
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Appendix D: Exceptions to Standard for 
Lexicostatistic Similarity 

D.1 Lexical Similarity Standard 

The standard for lexicostatistic similarity used in comparing wordlists for this report is described by Blair in 

Survey On a Shoestring, page 31. According to Blair's standard, two words are considered similar if they have a 

minimum number of pairs—depending on the number of phones in the longest word—of corresponding phones that 

are category one, and a certain number of pairs that are category two or category three. In this analysis, the survey 

team considered cases of metathesis to fall under category one. 

Category one pairs of phones are:  

� Exact matches between the two phones 

� Vowels which differ by only one phonological feature 

� Phonetically similar segments which occur consistently in the same position in three or more 

word pairs 

Category two pairs of phones are: 

� Those phonetically similar non-vocalic segments which are not attested in three pairs 

� Vowels which differ by two or more phonological features 

Category three pairs of phones are: 

� All corresponding segments which are not phonetically similar 

� A segment which corresponds to nothing in the second word of the pair 

The standard for the number of pairs in each category for similar words is shown in table D.1 (Blair 1990, 32). 

TABLE D.1 – WORD LENGTH AND LEXICAL SIMILARITY 

Word Length Category One Category Two Category Three 

2 2 0 0 

3 2 1 0 

4 2 1 1 

5 3 1 1 

6 3 2 1 

7 4 2 1 

8 4 2 2 

9 5 2 2 

10 5 3 2 

11 6 3 2 

12 6 3 3 
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D.2 Exceptions 

At least two forms under thirty-nine glosses in the word list were called similar even though they do not meet 

Blair's standard. The best judgement of the survey team was that the forms were similar (see table D.2).  

TABLE D.2 - EXCEPTIONS 

5 Eye 85 Warm 

8 Skin 100 Sun 

11 Tongue 104 Rain 

12 Tooth 105 Wind 

17 Shoulder 106 Water 

25 Bone 107 Vine 

28 Young girl 110 Bark (vine) 

29 Young boy 119 Horn 

53 He sleeps 123 One 

54 He walks 124 Two 

57 He gives it to me 130 Sugarcane 

58 He sees 142 Afternoon 

65 He kills 146 White 

67 It burns 156 Who? 

68 It flies 158 Where? 

73 He coughs 159 Yes 

78 Good 160 No 

80 Long 162 I 

82 Heavy 167 They two 

83 Light   

D.3 Disqualifications:  
 

It should be noted that the surveyor who elicited and analysed these wordlists was new to the job. This probably 

resulted in a higher than average number of words being disqualified.
46

 

 

TABLE D.3 – FORMS DISQUALIFIED DUE TO NO DATA OR USE OF TOK PISIN  

30 Old woman 

31 Old man 

38 Name 

46 Frog 

70 He runs 

91 Full 

126 Four 

127 Five 

128 Ten 

134 Bean 

148 Yellow 

150 Green 

161 No (he is not standing) 

 

                                                           
46 The original surveyor is not available to comment on this, however mistakes were probably made during the elicitation 

process.  Because of the survey schedule and transportation difficulties (mountainous hiking), it was not possible to go back 

and correct such errors when they were discovered. 
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TABLE D.4 – FORMS ELIMINATED DUE TO SEMANTIC CONFUSION OR ELICITATION OF SYNONYMS 

15 Foot 75 He dances 

16 Back 81 Short 

23 Heart 84 Cold (water) 

24 Liver 89 Wet 

27 Baby 109 Stick 

36 Brother 145 Tomorrow 

37 Sister 151 Many 

43 Wallaby 152 All 

44 Flying fox 154 That 

52 He lies down 157 When 

55 He bites 165 We two 

60 He says 166 You two 

72 He catches   

 

D.4 Additional Disqualifications 

In addition to the disqualifications outlined in section D.3, see table D.4 for forms disqualified when the 

comparison between Waube and Uyajitaya wordlists was made, because of semantic confusion or elicitation of 

synonyms. 

TABLE D.4 – ADDITIONAL DISQUALIFICATIONS 

18 forehead 

28 girl 

29 boy 

68 it flies 

110 bark (tree) 

153 this 
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Appendix E: Lexical Similarity Matrix for Waube and Uyajitaya Wordlists 
 

Bal 2                  

100 Bal 1 Waube              

100 100 Aiyau                
100 100 100 Kwato               
99 99 99 99 Yaula              
99 99 99 99 100 Kulel             

98 98 98 98 97 97 Yabie Aube          

77 77 77 77 76 76 78 Ormug           

76 76 76 76 75 75 75 92 Ajuai Amowe       

57 57 57 57 57 57 57 67 68 Tagoe         
57 57 57 57 57 57 57 67 68 99 Gomu        

57 57 57 57 56 56 56 67 68 94 94 Bere   Uyaji   

50 50 50 50 49 49 49 57 58 83 83 85 Uya      
50 50 50 50 49 49 49 58 59 83 83 87 98 Palipa     
49 49 49 49 48 48 48 57 58 83 83 86 98 98 Didiwal    
50 50 50 50 49 49 49 57 58 83 83 84 98 97 96 Subalu   
49 49 49 49 48 48 48 59 60 82 82 85 94 94 94 94 Udibai  
48 48 48 48 47 47 47 57 58 82 82 83 94 92 93 94 97 Gisi 
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Appendix F: Wordlists 
 

  Balaye 2 Balaye 1 Aiyau Kwato Yaula Kulel Yabie Ormuge Ajuai 

1 head it�u it�u it�u it�u it�u ut�u it�u it�u it�u 

2 hair it�u�k�l� it�uk�l� it�uk�l� it�uk�l� it�uk�l� ut�k�l� k�l� it�uk�l� it�uk�l� 

3 mouth tum�u tum�u tum�u tum�u tum�u tum�u tum�u tum�u tum�u 

4 nose nutu nutu nutu nutu nutu nutu nutu nutu nutu 

5 eye ��utu ��utu ��ukem� �ku ��ko �kemu �ko ��udu ��utu 

6 neck boru boru poru poru poru poru poru boru boru 

7 belly u�u wu�u uku uku uku uku k�m�u k�m�u k�m�u 

8 skin k�uk�n� k�uk�n� k�uk�n� k�u k��o k�o k�u kos�k�n��u kos���n� 

9 knee si�ou si�ou sikou si�ou siko�u si�ou sikou si�ou si�ou 

10 ear ��er�u ��ir�u ��er�u ��ir�u ��ir�u �kor�u ��er�u ��er�u ��ir�u 

11 tongue m�� m�� m�� m�� m��i mei� m� sil�i� mele�� 

12 tooth m�nido m�nodu m�nudu m�w�k� m�n� m�n� m�w�k� m�nidu m�nido 

13 breast �me �m� �me ��me ��m� �me �me �me �me 

14 arm ipi ipi ipi ipi ipi ipe upi ubi obu 

15 foot DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

16 back DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

17 shoulder bol�u pol�u pol�u kol�u pol�u pol�o pol� boil�u s��il�u 

18 forehead DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

19 jaw moud��k� moud��k� moud��k� moud��k� moid���� mod���� moud���� moid���� moud��r� 

20 elbow tolokomu ibitolo�omu ipitoli�o iptoli�ou ipitolikou tili�omu uputoli�ou tolo�omu toli�omu 

21 thumb w�k� ipiw��� ipiw��� ipw�k� ipiw�k� w�k� upu�k� ibiw�k� obuw��� 

22 leg �u �u �u �u �u �o �o �o �i 

23 heart DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

24 liver DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

25 bone nido nodu nudu nudu nudu nudu nudu nido nido 

26 blood �d�i �d�i �d�i �d�i �d�i �d�i �d�i �d�i �d�i 

27 baby DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

28 young girl DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
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  Balaye 2 Balaye 1 Aiyau Kwato Yaula Kulel Yabie Ormuge Ajuai 

29 young boy DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

30 old woman DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

31 old man DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

32 woman kopoojou ojou ojou ojou ojou ojo ojou ojo ojou� 

33 man �obo�i �i �i �i �i ��i �i �e �i 

34 father �uw� �uw� �uw� �uw� �uw� �uw� �uw� �uw� �uw� 

35 mother n�i n�i n�i n�i n�i n�i n�i n�i n�i 

36 brother 
(older of 
man) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

37 sister (older 
of woman) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

38 name DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

39 bird 
ei 
�i 
�i 
�i 
��i 
�i n�i n�i n�i 

40 dog m�mu m��mu m��mu m��mu m��mu m��mu m��mu m��mu m��mu 

41 pig bu�o pu�o buo pu�o pu�o puo puo puo buo 

42 cassowary �ru�i �ru�i �ru�i �ru�i �ru�i �ru�i �ru�i �ru�i �ru�i 

43 wallaby DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

44 flying fox DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

45 rat d�ibi d�iwi d�iwi d�iwi d�iwi t�iwi t�ivi s�bu s�bu 

46 frog DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

47 snake m�
i m�
i m��
i m��
i m��
i m�
i m�ni m�ni m�ni 

48 fish s�mo
� s�mu
� s�mu
� s�mu
� s�mon� s�mu
� s�mun� k�uw� k�uw� 

49 person �i �i �i �i �i �i �i �e �i 

50 he sits d��lept� d��bilimin� d��bilimin� nut��pelimen� d��bilmin� t��pilimin� nut��pilim�n� t��bilibunoi t��bilimin� 

51 he stands otomin� otomin� otomen� nuotomen� otomin� otomin� nuotom�n� otodi�in� otomin� 

52 he lies down 
(reclines) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

53 he sleeps ��ut�uboi
ita kainoi
ita i
emin� ��t�upo
imin� i
imin� i
imin� i
em�n� inidi�in�u inidi�emin� 

54 he walks ojemin� ojemin� ojemin� nuoemin� ujemin� wujemin� nuejem�n� j��ebon�u ejemin� 

55 he bites (a 
dog) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

56 he eats 
et� �i�in�bu
emin� in�pu
emin� nukiu�bue
emin� kin�bu
emin� kin�bu
emin� nu
emin� kinabunemnau �i�in�bunibon� 

57 he gives it to 
me 

sit� jisiemin� noisit� nuisit� �inusiemin� noseisiemn� nuisit� �siemin�u noesit�i 
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  Balaye 2 Balaye 1 Aiyau Kwato Yaula Kulel Yabie Ormuge Ajuai 

58 he sees et�poo�t� noe�out� o�t� nuo�t� nuot� nuomin� nuom�n� o�t� otini 

59 he comes m�min� memin� memin� numemin� numemin� numemin� num�m�n� memin�u memin� 

60 he says DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

61 he hears esit� noesit� esemin� nuesit� taijesemina nuesit� nu�sit� nesit� nuesit� 

62 he knows �l�i no�l�i �l�i nu�l�it� nu�l�i nu�l�i nu�l�i no�lai nu�l�i� 

63 he drinks 
emin� nu
emin� uj�i
emin� nuwi�
emin� uj�i
emin� nuwi�j
emin� n�m�n� j���nemin�u ij�kenibon� 

64 he hits olit� nuolemin� olemin� olemin� nuolemn� nuolet� nuol�t� olit� �iolit� 

65 he kills ol�tep�ut� olit�p�ut� ol�tep�ut� nuolipop�uwomt� noseol�tep�ut� nul�tep�ut� nuol�tep�ut� elit�noumit�u elit�nonoomit� 

66 he dies p�ut� p�ut� p�ut� p�uwt� nu�ip�ut� nup�ut� nup�ut� umit� umit� 

67 it burns (fire 
is burning) 

ebiuriemn� �biuriemn� eburiemin� e�bioriemin� e�biuriemin� ebi�kourijemin� �piuriemin� �bil�l�min�  �bil�l� 

68 it flies DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

69 he swims DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

70 he runs DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

71 he falls 
down 

�orit� �orit� korit� �orit� �ikorit� nu�orit� nukorit� korit�u �oribon� 

72 he catches DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

73 he coughs doukedet� doketet� toukedemin� toukedemn� to�ukudemn� nutou�edewemin� dokedem�n� doukedemin�u dou�e�elebon� 

74 he laughs turiemin� turiemin� turiemin� turiemn� nutoriemina nutoriemin� toreem�n� turiemin� turibon� 

75 he dances DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

76 big �tup�lo �top�lo �tup�lo �tup�lo �inu�top�lo �top�lo �tup�lo �lot�u �top�lo 

77 small oripori oribori oripori oripo�ri �inuoripori oripori oripori �idore ����idei 

78 good melitono melitono melitono melitono melitono meltono melitono meli melitono 

79 bad i
ou i
ou i
ou i
ou ainui
ou i
ou inou inou n�to 

80 long u�p� uw�p� u�p� uw�p� �inuuw�p� uw�p� uw�p� oti oti�lo 

81 short DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

82 heavy up� hup� u�p� u�p� �inuu"p� up� up� ubu ub��lo 

83 light s�l�l� s�l�l� s�l�l� s�l�l� �inus�l�l� us�l� s�l�l� s�l�l� s�l�l� 

84 cold (water) DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

85 warm 
(water) 

pud�p� pud�p� pud�p� pod�p� pod�p� pud�iemn� pud�p� ���� ij��en�sup� 

86 new s�m� s�m� s��m� s�m� s��m� s�m� �um� s�m� s�m� 

87 old ipik�i ibi��i ipik�i ipik�i ipik�i i�ib�i ipik�i we�e��i we����i 

88 round obun� obun� obun� opun� okup� okupa opun� obun� obun� 
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  Balaye 2 Balaye 1 Aiyau Kwato Yaula Kulel Yabie Ormuge Ajuai 

89 wet 
(clothing) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

90 dry 
(clothing) 

eret� eret� eret� eret� irit� irit� irit� irit� �ret� 

91 full DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

92 road d��lo d��lou t��lou t��lu t��lo d��lo t��lou t��lou d��lou 

93 stone 
�
ip� 
�
ip� 
�
ib�ilomu 
�
ip�oripori 
�
ip�oripori 
�
ip�oripori 
�
ip�oripori ����idiori ���ilomu 

94 earth 
(ground) 

dei de�i d�i d��i d�i d�i d�i d�i d�i 

95 sand ulimesi ulimesi ulimesi ululuulimesi ulum�si ulum�si ulum�si ulimisi ulumesi 

96 mountain n�n�r� n�n��r� n�n�r� n�n�r� n�n�r� n�n�r� n�n�r� n�n�ri n�n�ri 

97 fire epi�ko ��pi�ko epi�ko epi�ko �pi �pi��o �bi �bi �bi 

98 smoke utu epu�tu e�piputu putu �putu ebibutu �biputu �butu �biutu 

99 ashes o�i� o�i� o�i� o�i� o�i� o�i� �bio�i� �bio�i� o�i� 

100 sun d���i� d���n� t�k�n� d�k�j� t�k�ij� t�k�ij� d�k�ij� d�k�ij� d���ij� 

101 moon il�m� il�m� il�m� il�m� il�m� il�m� il�m� il�m� il�m� 

102 star p�i p�i p�i b��i p�ji p�i p�i b�i b�i 

103 cloud s�m�li s�m�lou s�m�lu s�m�lu s�m�lu s�m�lo s�m�lu s�m�lu s�m�lu 

104 rain ouwewi�i ouwewi�i uj�i uwi�i wiaji wij�imemin� wi�jimem�n� ij�ke ij��e 

105 wind j�uk� j�uk� j�uk� j�uk� j�uk� j�uk� j�uk� d��ku� d���u� 

106 water wi�i wi�i uj�i uwi�i u"ij�i wij�i wi�ji ij��e ij��e 

107 vine mi� mej� mi� miou mio meio mi� mi� mi� 

108 tree e�pi e�pi e�bi e�pi �pi ebi �bi n��e n��e 

109 stick DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

110 bark (tree) DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

111 seed (for 
planting) 

utu ebiutu e�butu ebutu �biutu ebiutu �butu n��eutu n��eutu 

112 root pou ebipou e�bipou ebpou �pipou ebipou �bpou bou n��ebou 

113 leaf k�l� ebik�l� e�bi��l� ebk�l� �pik�l� �bik�l� �bik�l� k�l� k�l� 

114 meat t�uku t�uku t�uku t�u�u t�uku t�uk� kuleli kuleli t�ub� 

115 fat (of 
animal) 

l�lu� l�lu� l�lu� l�lu� l�luw� l�lu� l�lu� l�lu� l�lu� 

116 egg �ik� �ik� �it� �ik� �i�� �i�� �i�� utu utu 
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117 louse mi
ou mi
ou mi
ou mi
ou minou mu
ou minou minou minou 

118 feather w�i 
�w�i 
eiwei 
eiwei neiwei 
�iw�i n�ik�l� n�iw�i n�iw�i 

119 horn �r�ku �r�ku �r�ku �r��u �r��u �r��o �r�ku �r��ou �r��u 

120 wing �d� �d� �d� �d� nei�d� 
�i�d� n�i�d� s�u n�is�u 

121 claw d�iromu d�iromu t�iromu t�iromu neiauwd�iromu t�iromu n�iobod�iromu t�iromu �u��b� 

122 tail m�l� m�l� m�l� m�l� m�l� m��l� m�l� m��l� m�l� 

123 one etonou itono itolou itono etono itono itonou itonoi itonono 

124 two n�n�ino n�ino n�n�ino n�ino n�ino n�n�ino n�n�ino n�n�no n�inono 

125 three einono einono einono einono einono �inono �inono einono �inono 

126 four DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

127 five DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

128 ten DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

129 taro s�lu s�lu s��lu s�lu s�lu s�lo s�lu s�lu s�lu 

130 sugarcane ijo ijou ijo i�o ijo io ijo ijo ijo 

131 yam soir� soir� soir� soir� soir� soir� soir� soir� soir� 

132 banana olo o�lo ol� o�lo olo ol� olo olo olo 

133 sweet potato ou�ome ou�ome ou�omu ou�omi oukome ou�omo oukome p�dete p�dete 

134 bean DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

135 axe m�nu m�nu m��no m�nu m�no m�no m�no s�bor� s�bor� 

136 knife kisi kisialou kisi kisi kisi kisi kisi kisi kisi 

137 spear d�uk�o d�uk�o t�uk�u t�uk�u t�uk�o t�uk�o t�uk�o t�uk�o t�uk�u 

138 string bag ��li ��li ��li ��li ��lei ��li ��li ��le ��le 

139 house t�uro t�ro t�uro t�uro t�uro t�uro t�uro t�uro t�uro 

140 tobacco k��si ���si k�si k��si k��si k��si k��si k��si k�si 

141 morning olibi olibi olipi olipi olipi olipi olipi erin� �rin� 

142 afternoon wesu�p� wesu�p� wesu�p� wesu�p� wesu�p� wesu�p� wesu� wesu� wesu� 

143 night olu olu o�lu o�lu olu o�lu o�lu o�lu olu 

144 yesterday ijoke ijoke ijoke ijoke ijoke ijoke ijoke ijo�e ijoke 

145 tomorrow DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

146 white uj�d�i ui�d�i uik�d�i wi�d�i u"i�d�i uwiad�i uwiad�i bo�l� bol� 

147 black d�i��p� d�i��p� d�ik�p� t�ik�p� t�ik�p� d�i��p� t�ik�p� bud�id�i bud�id�i 

148 yellow DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
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149 red �d�ip� �d�ip� �d�ip� �d�ib� �t�ip� �d�ip� �t�ip� kirobu kiriobu 

150 green DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

151 many DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

152 all DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

153 this DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

154 that DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

155 what? �di� �di��nunu �di� �di� �di� �di� �di� �milei �milei� 

156 who? �ju �ju �ju �ju �ju �iju �iju �ju �juw� 

157 when? DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

158 where? �n�ije �n�ije �n�ie �n�ije �n�ije �n�i �n�ileo �n�i nu�n�i 

159 yes jou jou jou ijou jou jou ijo jo jo 

160 no uwe uwe uwe u�we we� w� uwe uw� uwe 

161 not (he is 
not 
standing) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

162 I i ji i i� i� i� i� ji ji 

163 you 
(singular) 

ni ni ni ni ni ni ni ni ni 

164 he nu nu nu nu nu nu nu nu nu 

165 we two 
(exclusive) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

166 you two DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

167 they two nilin�n�ino nilin�n�ino nilin�n�ino nilin�n�ino niln�ino nilin�n�ino nilin�n�ino nilin�n�ino nilin�no 

168 we (plural 
exclusive) 

silimit�no sini sini sini sini sini sini sini sini 

169 you (plural) sili sili sili sili sili sili sili sili sili 

170 they (plural) nili nili nili nili nili nili nili nili nili 
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